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of Japanese,
Chinese and Hindus in Vancouver, the
minister of militia should take steps
to protect them. Several restaurant
keepers met this morning and resolved
to employ nothing but white labor.
in view of the number

PUT
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CAXADA EXPECTS TO

UP LIVELY
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APOLOGIZE AM) LIQVIDATE
Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. 9. General
opinion in official circles Is that Canada will have to pay damages and
apologize to Japan for the damages
caused by the Vancouver riots to the
property of the Japanese resident in
that city.- Regret is expressed that
the outbreak should have taken place
at a time when the Japanese Immigration question was all but solved
the government of Canada and
that of Japan.
of
Hon. R. W. Scott, secretary
state, in an interview, said that the
treaty between Canada and Japan,
ratified by the Canadian parliament
at its last session, was perfectly clear
as to the rights of Japanese In Canada. The treaty says:
" 'Subjects of each of the two high
contracting parties shall have full liberty to enter, travel or reside in any
part of the dominion and possessions
of the other contracting party, and
bhall enjoy full and perfect protection
of their persons and property.
"T!i(i trcatv wna not adonted In A
hurry," said Secretary Scott. "It was
In force between Great Britain and
Japan ten years before we became an
party to it. It was given tun eonsiu-eratiobefore we accepted it. Oppo
sition in parliament prevenied us from
becoming a party to it earner tnan
we did. There was no protest from
British Columbia or anywhere else
against It. British Columbia benefits
now and will benefit still further a
time goes on by the trade between
Canada and Japan. But at all events,
Canada ratified the treaty and passed
a statute to that effect at the last session of parliament. The dominion government has made great progress in
amicable
the direction of making restricting
agreement
with Japan
Japanese immigration to about 500
each year, no matter from where they
come from, and It is hoped here that
the disturbance will in no way interfere with these negotiations."
The situation, which culminated in
the riots at Vancouver on Saturday
and Sunday has been causing the Dominion authorities much uneasiness
ever since the heavy influx of Japanese immigrants began, shortly after
the conclusion of the war with Russia. This Immigration, reinforced by
thnt from British India, assumed
such large proportions as to seriously
on the
threaten the labor situation brought
Puclflo coast of Canada and
about the organization of the
Asiatic league, which demanded the
enaction of a law similar in terms to
that in force In the United States in
Ithe case of Chinese. This law was
wie
enacted at- the last session oi Coprovincial parliament of British
lieuby
the
lumbia, but was vetoed
tenant general. The excluskinlsts Immediately appealed to the Dominion
parliament to put the law Into effect
over the governor's veto. No action
has as vet been taken on the petition
by the Dominion parliament.

FUR EIID OF

AAA

AWAY

IN VANCOUVER RIOT

Special Commissioner Sent Out
by Mikado Lands in Midst of
Strenuous Doings in British
Columbia,
Montreal, Sept. 9. A special from
Vancouver to the Star says: Saturday night the Asiatic Exclusion league
held a parade and later a meeting at
which Lieutenant Governor Dunsmulr,
who vetoed the bill introduced by ths
present attorney general to enforce the
Asiatic exclusion act In British
was burned In effigy and a
resolution was passed asking the Dominion govarnment to allow this bill
to become a law. It was after this
that the mob stormed Chinatown, deliberately smashing the windows of all
stores. Gathered crowds even swarmed up the telegraph poles and a strong
cordon of police across the street had
all they could do' to keep the mob
from again entering the Chinese quarter.
As there had been threats of burning, the fire brigade was ready to use
their hose if this method became
necessary to keep the white men back.
While the speaking was going on, tho
sound of breaking glass was acclaimed
with joyful yells by the hoodlums.
Then the mob broke loose on Howell street, three blocks away In another direction, where the Japanese
reside. Here the windows were broken also, but the Japanese resisted, and
with bottles, clubs and boards attaek- Several people
of their assailants.
were injured in the counter atacks.
From the Canadian Pacific railway
were
wharves dozens of Japanese
thrown Into the water, but were rescued. Three white men were stab
bed bv Japanese and two others were
cut with broken bottles. A newspaper
man going home was held up by the
Japanese and when the latter waa
taken to police station a search revealed a dangerous looking knife. All
night bands of armed Japanese walked the streets keyed to the highest
repitch by excitement and bent onhow-ver.
venge. They were restraint!,
It was coincident thai Mr. Lshll,
govthe special envoy of the Japanese whole
ernment sent to Investigate the
question of Immigration, arrived last
night on his mission.
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THREE ADDITIONAL CASES

GOMPERS HAS SCHEME
TO SOLVE PROBLEM

Washington, D. C, Sept. 9. President Gompers, of the American
of Labor, left here today for
New. York to confer with President
Small, of the Commercial Telegraphers' Union of America, concerning a
proposition for the settlement of the
strike.
Officials of the Telegraphers' union
here today sent President Small the
following telegram:
"Samuel Gompers requests you to
meet him at the Pennsylvania station
in New York City at 6:30 this even
Ing, and bring Organizer Herman
Robinson with you. Mr. Gompers will
have a proposition to make to you
and we urge you to give It the most
serious consideration, and If possible
bring the strike to an honorable ter
mination."
The nature of the proposition which
Mr. Gompers carries Is not generally
known.
"The settlement of the telegraphers' strike is near at hand." This
significant announcement
was made
this afternoon by W. W. Beattie, inter
national vice president or the Com
merclal Telegraphers' union, who said
that from secret information in his
possession there Is every reason to
hope for the ending of the strike very
Fer-eratl-

From an equally reliable source the
Information was obtained that Labor
Commissioner Xclll Is In New York
in close conference with President S,
J. Small, of the Commercial Telegraphers, and President H. B. Perham
of the Order of Railroad Telegraph
ers, with the view of bringing about
a settlement of the existing troubles
between the keymen and the companies. It was stated that the conferees
had been In communication over the
long distance telephone with President
Snmuel Gompers of the American
Federation of Labor.
Wh.n seen this 'afternoon Mr. Gom
pers would not discuss the matter, and
declined to either confirm or deny the
reDort that he had been in consulta
tion with Messrs. Neill, Small and
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San Francisco, Sept. 9. Two morn
deaths from bubonic plague occurred

today and three additional cases were
verified. Following are the totals of
the disease to date: Number of cases.
1; number of deaths 10.
These are
exclusive of the cases In Berkeley,
which proved fatal.
Attention Is called 'to the fact that
thus far the death percentage is very
low, less than one-hal- f.
Th' standard
death rate for the plague is about 80
per cent.

'

Sept. 9. One man Is
Pittsburg,
dead and three ethers are more or less
seriously Injured as a result of two
accidents at the series of automobile
races held at Bruno's Island track,
near this city today. The dead man
Is Hex K. Ralnerton, 3i years old,
repair
president of an automobile
company of this city, who died of a
skull while being taken to
the hospital.
Waller Christy. 26 year old. of
New York, who was one of the driv
ers In the Vanderbllt cu races at,
i
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CITIES ANXIOUS

TO ENTERTAIN VETERANS

THE PIPER
INDEMNITY BASED ON
'

EGYPTIAN PRECEDENT

leinany.
Clarence Dustinn, who was n me- chanic for Kalnerton, received Injuries to the spine that are serious, bepoliceman
sides bruises and cuts.
of Allegheny, was
Frank Farnol,
Hying
cars and
struck by one of the
hurled fifty feet. He Is badly cut and

ARGENTINE LAWMAKERS
TO FIGHT TO DEATH

I

pital, Allegheny.
italnerton, who was driving In the
e
derbv. was at the turn when
one of the front tires cime off and
the machine turned over. Italnerton
and Dastion were caught beneath the
car. while a score of other contestants shot by. The wrecked car was
left at the edge of the track, and
after order had been restored, Walter
to make a new
Christy attempted
track record for 'the mile In a new;
power car. Christy crossed
the tape at a speed that could hnrd-l- v
He rail into the
be estimated.
back stretch and approached the
wrecked car at a speed which carrl. il
him too far out. The crowd In the
grand stand rose to Us feet, there
were cries and shrieks as, with an explosion like thnt of a powder mill,
Christy's car hit the obstruction on
The big
the track fairly head-o,n .iheair ft in'
rseecbouncixl fifty
Ctirlsty was hurled, like a ball a long
Christy
As
distance ahead of it.
struck the ground, the machine, which
In Its flight had followed him, came
down on him as he law and buried
him among the mass of wreckage,
from which he was taken and sent to
the hospital.
Policeman Farnol was guarding the
wrecked car anil was hurt by the
tonneau that (lew In his direction
when the collision came.
liftv-mll-

Trial of Jose Refugio Romero
for Making False Pension
Affidavit Now in Progress in
Santa Fe Court.
(flrwdal DUpateh to tb Moraine J.inial.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 9. Tho United States petit Jury In the first Judinow engaged In
cial district court
hearing the trial of the case of Jose
Refugio Romero, who Is charged with
I

making false affidavits In connection
with a claim for a pension In Taos.
The case whs begun today and will
likely bo finished tomorrow. This Is
probably the only case to come before
tho federal petit Jury at this term of
court, it Is understood tonight that
the United Slates grand Jury will taita
a recess this week and will reconvene
In sixty days.

AHMY V1'.TK11AX VISIT

snow

three other dock labor organizations.
The Southern Pacific Is preparing to
import labor from Mobile and other
southern ports, and this will precipitate a general strike at Galveston. The
cotton season has Just opened, and
there are thirty ships In port taking
'Die dock workers have
on cargo.
hours
given the company forty-eigto meet the demands.
YOUNG

ÉGmiAÑTRINCE

LIKES AMERICAN GIRLS

9.
Sept.
Prince
Philadelphia,
d'Abro Bagratlde. of Kgypt, who Is
touring In America, arrived In this
city today and visited the principal
points of Interest.
"If one did not fear to be monotonous," he said, "one would talk of
nothing else than your women. They
are beautiful, always well dressed. Intelligent and quick willed. They are
better Informed than sny women In
the world."
When asked what Is Interesting In
Amerlcn after the women the Prince
replied: "The west."
'Thnt Is interesting," he continued.
''hevaus.i It I different from tiny oth-e- r
country in the world, I want to

ok gotham

this city today from points In the
South and West on their way to Saratoga, where they will attend the forty-fir- st
of the
national encampment
Grand Army of tho Republic, which
opens tomorrow.
The delegates,
many of whom nre accompanied by
their wives and daughters, spent much
of the dav visiting Grant's tomb, Governor's Island and other places of Interest.
SOVTIIKKN GIHL KKF.KS
HONOR FOH A(iKI) Hl'SnAXD
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Assessed $1 00 for Allowing His
Cattle to Graze on National
Forest Reserve Without a
Permit.

t

Deadwood, S. D.,' Sept. 9. Tfiomas
H. Bale, of Hermosa, the stockman
convicted of Illegal grazing of cattle

the national forest reserve of the
Black Hllls.twas fined $100 by Judge
Garland in the federal court here today, and upon Its payment Bale was
released. Considerable interest attached to tills case because It was
the first of the kind In this district.
Bale's defense was that there was no
Intentional wrong doing, that he was
unable to prevent his stock from getting on the reserve and that congress
had no right to delegate authority to
the secretary of the Interior to make
requiring a permit
bi
regulations
taken out for grazing.
in

GIRL PREFERS DEATH
TO ATTENDING SCHOOL

the Colorado Springs high school. Ha

zel Sprecknell, aged sixteen, shot and
fatally Injured herself today. Miss

Sprecknell came to Colorado Springs
recently from Kansas City, Mo., where
her parents reside.

Knoxville. Tenn.. Sept. 9. The at
tractive young wife of General John
T. Wilder Is working to have biin
elected head of the G. A. K. at the
Saratoga convention. She Is yet l;t
her twenties, though he'ls 11 years of
age. The general has many supporters In Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee and New York.
The first three
states are the homes of survivors of
as the Iron
brigade,
known
Wilder
the
Brigade and later as Wilder' Lightning Brigade.
Mrs. Wilder Is a southern girl, the
daughter of a captain In the Confederate army. She declares If the South
could decide, her husband would be
chosen head of both tho Confederate
Veterans and G. A. H.
"One Confederate thought enough
of the general to marry him." she
said.
After the war General Wilder built
the first modern pig Iron foundry In
the South at Uockwood, Tenn., and
the first rolling mill at Chattanooga.
He Is Interested In coal mines and
water power companies. General Wilder first married before the war and
has six children, all now grown. He
had been a widower a number of
years when, three years ago, he married Miss Dora Lee, the daughter of
Captain J. W. Lee, of Ashevllle, N. C.
She was the first woman graduate of
the Tennessee Medical College at
Knoxville.
Find New Cure for Cancer.
Budapest, Sept. 9. Professor Hau-e- r,
has discovered what he believes is
Out of forty exa cure for cancer.
perimental cases, only seven failed,
while ten were perfectly cured.
The method used was the Injection
High temperatures folof gelatine.
lowed the Initial treatments, but the
pain soon ceased and patients took on
weight.
The success of the experiments has
caused great satisfaction in the University of Budapest. .,

TELEPHONE OPERATORS
MUST NOT SAY PLEASE

JUDGE WÍÍTgUARANTEE
Polite Wonl I'seles Waste of Time,
Officials Decide.
IMMUNITY FOR TAYLOR
Louisville, Sept. 9. Judge Robert L.
Stout, of Versailles, whose court has
jurisdiction on all the cases arising
out of the assassination of William
Goebel, gave out a statement here today In which he denied vigorously
that either Governor Beckham or R.
L. Frankiln, the commonwealth's at
torney, hud any power to make good
their promises to Immunity to W. R.
Tavlor, should he come from Indiana
to testify at the trlul of Caleb Pow
ers.
Judge Stout met Judge J. C. Sims,
chief counsel for Powers, today, and
Judge Sims concurred In Judge Stout s
view of the legal questions involved.
Judge Stout added that If Taylor de
sired to testify he could and would
promise him Immunity from arrest
while In Kentucky, and would agree
to see that he returned to Indianapolis In safety. The only method, by
(Which Taylor ran be protected." snld
Judge Stout, "would t for him to
surrender himself In my court, i
would then release him on his own
recognizance, and no matter who arrested him, the arrest would be
I

Kays Women Here Are llesl Informed
mill .MoM Attractive In World.

PLACKs

New York, Sept. 9. Many veterans of the war of the rebellion are In

Ttnther
Colorado Springs. Sept.
THREATEN TO STRIKE than
take up the course of studies In

FEDERALGRAHO

RECESS

,,

GALVESfoSfDOCKMEN

Topeka, Kas., Sept. 9. Seven brewing companies this afternoon gave up Southern rnHfle Lalsircrs
Increase of Five Cents nil Hour.
the fight In Kansas, agreed to pay all
the costs of the cases against them
In the supreme court and to move out
Galveston, Texas. Sept. 9. The
of the state.
dock
workers at the Souttit'rn Pacific
comIs
seven
thnt
the
understood
It
an Increase of
panies must pay costs amounting to docks have demanded
In pay, and unless
$4.000 and $10,000 Is to be divided five cents an hour
will strike. The Increase
equally among the three receivers of It Is granted
asked for Is from 30 cents to 35 cents
the court.
for ten hours, and r0 cents an
When Attorney General Jackson an hour
hour for overtime and Sundays. The
started his fight, there were sixteen stevedore
firm having the contract
big companies doing business In Kanwith the company refuses to pay the
sas. All have given up but four.
Increase, and the Southern Pacific will
not consider an Increase, having won
In Us fight against the dock workers
In New York.
The Dock Workers' association embraces a membership of 1.500 men.
Affiliated with this are 4,00(i men in

10
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to forsake kansas

TAKE
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brewerTeIsolve
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"
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of the Argentine Republic

Danville. III.. Sept. 9. The announcement Is made today that there
Is to be a merger of coal properties
in this state representing atl Invest
ment of $12.000,000. The merger is
now In process of formation, and W,
S. Uogle, of Chicago, is now In New
York engineering the financial end of
the ileal, which is to Include twenty- -nVr mines In the Danville and Clermoni districts of Illinois, and the Kel
ley. Oak Mill and Deerlng mines in
Indiana.

Tu-tuil- a.

to Mov Out of Stale After Long
1isiog Litigation.

to ,,,fight a duel. Senor1
the senate,
,
,
,....miu,- - ,,f
.........
III n Pl'iii ii ,,i
the

TWELVE MILLION DOLLAR
MINE MERGER IN ILLINOS

registeWmailheld

Agl-e-

An- -

o

provinces
were fostered by certain of the senators, among whom he named the
president of that body. When Senator Vtllanuevo heard of the charge ho
Immediately sent his second' to Honor
Pinero.

special meeting
Paris, Sept. 9.
of the cabinet was held today for the
purpose of considering the Moroccan
situation. The following conclusions
were reached:
"The Moroccan government should
be held responsible for the massacres
of July 30 at Casa Blanca, as well as
for the damages as the result of the
pillage of the town, and also for the
expense attached to the expeditions
landed for the restoration of order.
"Second, that the amount of the In
demnity should be fixed by an inter
national commission.
MANY MONTHS IN SAMOA
These conclusions are based on the
precedent established after the bom
bardment of Alexandria by the Brit
Naval Men Stationed on I'ar Away
ish fleet in 18N2.
Island I liable to Liquidate
The cabinet requested Foreign MinTheir Debts.
ister Pinchón to examine the general
question of Morocco and prepare a
note on the subject as soon as pos
Washington, Sept. 9. The governor
sible.
cabled
of Tululla, Island of Samoa,
Acting Secretary of the Navy NewIII.
General Drudc Kcmi-Lberry today that registered mall from
Casa Blanca, Sept. 8 (Sunday).
in
naval station
General Brude, the commander of the the Vnited Slatesfor the
States,
I'nlted
destined
Tululla,
an
troops,
Is
suffering
from
French
been held about four months In
Intestinal inflammation peculiar to bad
which Is the port of
Morocco.
The illness of the com- Pago Pago,
only occasionally steamers
mander may postpone his taking the
nt that port carrying registered
offensive against the Moors In case the touch
this class of mall
present armistice fails to result in mall. Consequently
has been lying In the postoffice there
tranquility.
since the first of May, and no one can
tell how much longer It will have to
remain. The government fears the
creditors of the naval men In Tutulla
will get worried over their bills.
A

.vm o..t

,
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Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Sept. 9.
forty-thir- d
annual
encampment of the Grand Army of the
tonight
Republic, Saratoga Springs
is
crowded with thousands of visitor?..
The city Is gaily decorated In honor
of the heroes of the civil war and the
gathering promises to be one of the
most successful In the history of thn
organization.
Five candidates are in the field for
the office of commander-in-chie- f,
among them being H. P. Coney, of
Topeka, Kns.; General John T. Wiley,
of Knoxville. Tenn., and Charles G.
The
Burton, of Kansas City, Mo.
election will take place on Friday and
promises to be hotly contested.
Four cities nave announced ineir
intention of making a fight for the
grand encampment, providing"
next
Washington, D. C, Is not selected as
the permanent meeting place of the
veterans. The cities which have an
nounced their willingness and deslro
to entertain the old soldiers are Omaha, Salt Lake City, Detroit ad At.
lantic City, N. J. it Is predicted that
a western city will be chosen.
On the eve of the

ers.

.oírlo,

140-hor-

Cabinet Meeting at Paris De
cides to Request International Commission to Fix Amount
of Damage Bill,

portance In the religious world and
with the actual position of the Holy
Seí in conscouence of the recent anti
clerical campaign.
The Pope has been sadly Impressed
by the hostile demonstrations against
the clergy and will probably address
a note of protest to the Catholic pow-

of
' - .,.

bruised.
All the injured are in St. John's hos-

soon.

anti-Japane-

'

1ST

Sul-.'ee-

anti-Chine- se
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EARTHQUAKE

POPE WILLPROTEST TO
THE CATHOLIC POWERS

INJURED AT PITTSBURG

REPORTED YESTERDAY

.

tTFNT O

Hot Contest for Commander-in-Chi- ef
Head of American Federation Authorities Call Attention to Flying Car Hits Remains of
Demonstrations hi Italy
Promised at SaraLow Death
Comparatively
Previous Wreck, Hurls Driver
of Labor Goes to New York
t
of P!Mtl Encyclical.
toga Encampment-Kan- sas
Fifty Feet and Falls on Top
to Confer With President
Rate of Disease Which UsualHome, Sept. 9. It is announced
and Missouri Have Favorites.
that the Pope is about to issue a new
ly Kills 80 Per Cent of Victims
of Him.
Small of Telegraphers.
encyclical dealing with matters of im-

IIFB.T,
"'Mnnlrénl. 'Canada. 8eCt.- - t. Theby
received
was
following telegram
Consul General Nosse, at Ottawa, today from Mr. Ishii, diréctor of the
commerce and trade department of
Is at
foreign affairs of Japan,
perhnm
IjOXWOX xewspapkhs find
present in British Columbia studying
The opinion prevails among high
INCIDENT Efl HA K KASSIXG the
In
that officers
movement
of the labor organizations that
London, Sept. 9. The attack on province.
If peace comes it will be on terms
arHaving
the Japanese and Chinese at Vancou9.
Sept.
"Vancouver,
to the striking keymen.
ver places the English newspapersposi-in rived in Vancouver at 1 p. m. Septem- honorable
Vice President Beattie said the loearly
an" embarrassing and amusing
during
the
7,
I
that
found
ber
cal men were standing firm and that
tion. Several of the most prominent
part of the everting there was held a Instead of desertions from their ranks
of them were particularly' severe upon demonstration
of the
n
opthey were pulling out
when
the San Francisco "hoodlums" occur-and about 9 p. m. a erators, while others were succumbing
- and
violence
of
such
or
fifty
outbreak
the
number of rowdies, about
exhaustion and sickness the result
red there. They are now confronteda sixty, marched into the section of the to
with a more serious situation in at city where .are the stores kept by of overwork.
British colony and apparently are
Japanese ft ml Chinese and threw
Strikers Bet urn to Work.
a loss as to what to say. The ma- stones, breaking considerable glass.
Times,
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 9. The telegThe
came anjority remain silent.
Following
there
attack
this
whose American correspondent se- other, this time the number of the raphers' strike In Omaha received a
verely and repeatedly denounced the mob being Increased to about 500, and heavy blow this morning when three
returnSan Francisco action toward the Japathe fronts of several stores were of the best class of operators
nese, is the only morning paper com broken In. So far as I can ascertain, ed to their old positions in the Westmenting on the Canadians' demonstra- - only one Japanese was wounded. The ern Union office and a fourth striker,
was not reintion. The paper deplores the fact poll(,e dj .their best, but there Is who applied for work,'claiming
that
how hardly any hope of relief in that di- stated, the company
that It Is not at present obvious
enough men to handle the business
a permanent amelioration of the
rection."
effected,
attributes
were
at work.
la to be
ani
Late last night Consul MerlKawaKa
the troubles entirely'' to labor union. Rent the following telegram to the
mm
mea
me
May Call Out loused Wire Men.
ngltatlon and runcuies
ttCOnsul
'."
Chicago, Sept. 9. A meeting will
of the message
In
few thousand Japanese are likely
continuance
turn either British Columbia or C.iil- - sent by Mr. Ishil I have to-- report a be held tonight bv the members of
lonila Into Mongolian provinces.
fourth attack mane ny me rowoi.s the Commercial Telegraphers union
The Pall Mall Gazette, the onlyopin- about midnight on the Japanese quar to consider calling out the operators
newspaper to express an
ters. Twice again they trlea to auacs. now employed in the brokers' and
ion on the question, takes a directly the Japanese stores, but on account of newspaper offices of this city, and the
Astatic
saying
the
opposite view,
the vigilance of the Japanese and city men working on leased wires. Yester
makes his entry Into Canada under police, no one was Injured and their3 day a petition was circulated among
the members of the organizations dethe great god of cheapness. He comes number gradually decreased and by
manding that the officers call out
with the offer to take work at half o'clock Sunday morning the rowdies
rate or less than that paid for white had scattered and tranquility was re- these men regardless of existing con
tracts or agreements signed since the
men's labor, an arrangement which, stored."
.
.
The d snatch adds that ai: winnows commencement of the strike.
nevertheless, can be carried out on
fifty
In
a basis which Involves a great advan- and door glass were smashed
The petition says in effect that the
tage over the scale of remuneration Japanese stores and two Japanese signers deem It necessary that every
comcountry.
In
were wounded.
enjoyed In his own
member of the union be called upon
Consul General Nosse will lay the to cease work Immediately, notwlth
petition of this character the CaureaLaurler,
the
Sir
Wilfred
economic
Wrfore
all
believes,
and
facts
standing any contract that has been
casian
soning seems to support him, that his premier of Canada.
signed, believing that the contract
own standards of life are certain to
made which compels one brother to
.TA PA NFS R COMMISSIONS
be reduced and destroyed.
work.to the disadvantage of another
i;.m;s
ss
Or vili si
wiTNl
! Is
Continuing, the Pull Mall Gazette
better broken than kept.
Ishll,
9.
Sept.
AlkuJIro
New
York.
points out that the Bellingham and
The program to be followed will be
of
bureau
thp
commercial
of
popudirector
Vancouver outbreaks show that
foreign office, who was settled at the meeting tonight.
lar animosities of the racial type are the Japanese
riots at (iOMPFUS IK!W;iS NKW
In
Involved
the
mere
of
outcome
not necessarily the
night, came
YOICK NKWKPAPKlll MUX
wanton, unprovoked depravity, add- Vancouver last Saturday
to Investigate the re9.
Sent.
President
New . York,
ing: "It cun scarcely occur to home to this country
riots
keeping Englishmen how a slight ex- port of the recent antWhile this' was Samuel Gompers, of the American
pansion of effort on the part of tho In San Francisco.specific object of his Federation of Iabor, reached Jersey
the
tonight over the Pennsylvania
swarming populations of the far east given ItoutIs asgenerally
that City
railroad. He was met at the station
would suffice to swamp the western visit.mission Is to makeunderstood
Inthorough
a
his
states and provinces of the American vestigation of the whole Japanese by President Small, of the Telegraph
ers' union, and several other officials
continent.
this country, and to as- of that organlbation.
Mr. Gompers
Referring to British Columbia, with question In cause
of the
extent
and
the
certain
poputo be Interviewed at the sta
territory
3
per
declined
cent of Its
only
Japanese.
against the
Hon and on crossing the ferry to this
lated, the Gazette said: "If an unre- prejudice
He spent some time In San Fran- city successfully evaded the newspa
stricted Hood of Asiatics were allowed cisco,
through
the
traveling
and
after
to occupy the vacant habitable area, country went
Columbia, per men. Vice President Thomas, of
to British
It would require but a few years to where , the conditions arising from the local organization of telegraphers,
produce an oriental predominance in the recent Inflow of Japanese and was seen tonight concerning Mr. Gom
the
the far western possessions of the Hindus In the northwest has caused pers' visit here. He declared
British empire, "and perhaps deflect n serious disturbance of labor condi- mission of tht Federation chief had
of
nothing
settlement
do
to
with
and
the
the whole course of Its civilization
tions.
Ithe strike, being solely for the pur
destiny."
pose of discussing matters In relation
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to what financial niU' would' ne gram- 4APAXKKK
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Federation tol
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of :the ti Iking opera
wuninn.u,word the ,.
Seattle, Wash, Sept. 9. A special to
B. C,
tors.
the Times from Vancouver,
As a result of the ' disorders
sHys:
Hoiikp I'scd Kwret Coniiec
Axtrtiiicnl
evenings,
the
Saturday and Sunday
FUGITIVE AMERICAN
Hon Willi Cllv Water Service;
situation here with regard to Asiatics
0,000
STRICKEN IN HONDURAS
The JapaIs Increasing In menace.
nese have notified Chief of Police
Chamberlain that the police protecChicago, III., Sept. 9. The "House
Seattle, Wash.. Sept. 9. JoHn Blp- tion Is inadequate, and that they will of Lords" Is accused of taking water
take steps to protect themselves. Th from the cltv of Chicago for fifteen Ilnger. accused of being short $68,178
Chinese and Japanese employed In the vears without payment. The water In his accounts as controller here. Is
hotels and restaurants have with- department has a bill of $10.960 to be dangerously III on his banana ranch
drawn from tholr work. It Is said collected In consequence. The "House In Honduras, where he has defied all
that the leaders have Instructed thetn of Ixrds" Is n fashionable boarding efforts to bring him back to Seattle,
thev must not work under penalty of house, sn called because of the name This news came to Seattle today. Ulp- llnger Is suffering from malaria, and
$100. The Japanese ure purchasing of the owners.
The leg
firearms and the aspect of affairs If
A week aijo. In uncovering a main from an abscess on his leg.
while on a
threatening.
The steamer Monteagle, In Cass street, the cllv water depart- was broken in Mexico
due to arrive Wednesday or Thursday ment discovered nrj unrecorded four prospecting toOr, and healed In Los
with many orientals abourd Is to be Inch wster pipe lending to the house. Angeles, where Blpllnger stayed In semet by 'a hostile demonstration,. If Is Investigation showed It fed the hy- curity until a few days before his
freely declared tho orientals will not draulic elevator which Is used to car- shortage, was discovered. Though the
m
lie allowed to land.
ry hoarders to nnv one of the lx broken hone In his leg knitted again,
There Is growing uneasiness In the siorles and hasl been so used for fif- an 'abscess has now formed that I
'
regarded as dangerous.
city and the feeling Is Increasing that, teen years.
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ONE DEAD AND 'THREE

P

SOLDIERS

Washington. Sept. 9. Government
officials of both the United States und
Canada are searching for the location
The record sheet
of an earthquake.
of the seismograph for September 2
indicates a disturbance of unusual violence and It Is the belief of local
scientists that the cause is to be found
away.
In a spot about 6,300 miles
London observers place this same
point about 7,000 miles from London.
The officials are endeavoring to find
the intersection o these lines.
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YFSTI'ltDAY'H B.VSi:it.LL (JA.MI'S.
American league.

At Chlcaim: Chicago, fi: Detroit,
Washington, 0;
At Washington:
New York 2.
At Boston: I'oston. 0; Philadelphia
0. (Game called at the end
of the
thirteenth Inning on account of dark- -

resi )

National Lcaiine.
Philadelphia,

7;

At Phllin! "Iphla:

Brooklyn,

f

At .New York: New, York,

Ion;,,,
,

..
,

();

Western League.
Denver.

At Pueblo; pueblo,

los-

-.

Philadelphia. Pa.. Sept. 9. Hereafter 4 till girl operators of the Keystone Telephone company will not ev
"please" to subscribers and lUils.ll'
ers have been requested not to say
"idease" to the operators. A. J.
traffic manager of the company,
says the girls in answering culls and
the patrons In making them, use the
word 900.000 times every twenty-fou- r
hours. Kstimatlng thnt It requires
half a second to say the word, 7,600
minutes nre consumed every twenty-fou- r
hours, which lsa loss of 125
hours every day.
--

VI-rlc- h,

CHICAGO TO HAVE
REAL CHINATOWN
Celestials Seek Quarters Where Ttiejr
Can Attract Hie Festiva Tourist.
Chicago, Sept. 9. Plans for a new
Chinatown In Chicago to rival tho
famous Chinese quarter of San Francisco,' with an underground city and
secret passagewiiys, gambling dens,
opium Joints and headquarters of
highbinders
were revealed today In
the new move of the Chinese to secure possession of Clark street, be
tween Van Buren and Harrison streets.'
The purpose of the Chinese Is said
to tie to create a compact local Chinatown that will possess the characl.r-ImIIc- s
of an exposition and stfa-'- visitors nnd patrons In largo number,
whereas, under tho existing cornil
lions, with the stores and bazars Hi
few are drawn to th. (dentil
section.
White merchants pract'rally forced
from their places of Imsiuess by lb
r
lime-.- .
encroachments of the
moving from tho street In a
sie-nl-

4.

exodus.
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vour own doctor about vour taking this medi
cine for thin, impure blood. Follow bis ad
vice every time. He knows, trust mm.
-- nM1.lt
. .
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l.fl.lwrB..
Lowl, Mm.
thaforinatAaofsll ournrenkration.
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COL SELLERS

?

F)lptli

to tbe Morning Journal. I
9.
More
N. M., Sept.

'

J. Palen, of Santa Fe, as secretary.
Other members present were F. P.
Jones, of Silver City; E. A. Miera, of
of Cimarron: MarCuba; 11. M.
tin Ultiman, of Las Cruces, being ab-

sent.

a

.J.

City, Colo., where he, ha
Canon
heavy real estate and automobile interests. Colonel Sellers recently lell
here for a business trip to the Colorado town. His arrival there seems
to have been about the biggest event
of the season, according to the Canon City Daily Keeord, which says:
Howdy. Colonel Sellers!
Welcome
back to Colorado and
Canon City.
W'ith a burst of melody and a glad
welcome from all sides, Colonel t. K.
H. Sellers arrived in town Inst night.
The colonel had not generally announced his coming, but In some way
the word leaked out and the Canon
City Automobile club, many cars
strong, was at the Denver and Rio
(Jrande station to welcome him. 1'fit.
band played a number of selections
and the genial colonel, with his usual
vfnor, held an Informal reception.
Then they brought him up town and
he spent the tv nlng renewing old acquaintances and making new ones.
Colonel Sellers, by his own say, has
been spending a quiet summer, however, unusti il that may seem to a .man
stays In strenuous uc- ivho
lion. Ho was in Albuquerque for soma
weeks, and made a mighty mix-u- p
there for a while, changing the nnnu
of the principal street in that thriving city, Ho, with his wife, sojourtred
on the Xavajo reservation for several
weeks and bartered some blankets
away from the savages. The colonel
got a good rest, which he says he
needed, and he's In Canon City for
In

The special committee of Albwiuer-flu- e
council, KnlRhts of Columbus, appointed to arrange for a big banquet
to b held by the KniKhls hero on
October 7, met last nldtht in the
of Dr. Koldy In the Bai nctt bulld-IiiIt wns decided to hold the ban-ouon the nlcht of October 7. Mon
day of fair week, tit the Alvarado. Thb
discussion of plans last night ahows
of-ti-

b.

o

o

WAY BACK

SOMETHING
IS

et

that the gathering of Knights October
6 and 7. of which the banquet
the
culminating feature, will be the big
gest fraternal event that has happened In Albuquerque for many years.
The gathering will be
In nature, and representatives
from
lodges In Arizona, Kl Paso and Colorado, as well as New Mexico, have
been Invited to he present. Work in
three degrees of the order will be exemplified and the class of applicants
who will be Initiated already numbers between fifty and sixty. The degree work will be by the territorial
district deputy, O. X. Matron, assistand a team
ed by Henry J.
I

10

lnter-territorl- al

Busy Five Day Trip Through
Northern New Mexico for the
Executive, With Hearty Re- from Chicago.
It has been
the custom of the
ceptions All Along the Line. Knights heretofore to hold the ban-

FOR YOU,

"Good Things to Eat."

FOR THE
AND

ABLE

TO DO' SOMETHING

WANTS

COLUMBIAN ORDER WILL.
Helpless Before Onslaught of .Santa Fe,
Automobile Club Welcomes the
than fifty appeals from the rulings
county
commissionassessors
of
and
HOLD SWELL BANQUET
Hard Hitting Negro He is ers on assessments
Conquering Hero Back to the
have been brought
equaliof
board
before
the
territorial
Forced to Call on Seconds to zation which convened here today. The
Fold and Colonel Holds Inforwill probably be In session for Visitors From Colorado, Arihoard
Stop the Fighting,
mal Reception,
several days as the arguing of these
zona and Texas Will Witness
appeals will consume much time. Today's session was devoted chiefly to
San
Sept. 9. A left the organization
Francisco,
of the hoard, which
Initiation of Large Class of Colonel D. K. B, Sellers, tho well 3
wind to the body, cleverlv blocked was effected with James F. Hinkle, of
known Albuquerque Booster, appears
by Joe Gana, coot Jimmy Brltt any Floswell, as chairman, and Major R.
Candidates,
to be a gentleman of some popularity
chance he might have hud to win t h
lightweight I'harniiionshii) of the world
today and brought to close five round
of fast tightlng, witnessed by a crowd
of about 14.000 people fit Kt'ireatlon
park. The blow was caunht by Han
on his elbow was struck In the middle
of the fourth round.
'. broke Uritt's wrist, and thoush, he
went on again In the fifth round he
wan helpless In both offrnse und defense.
It was not until this round
that he Informed his seconds of th-- i
mishap. "What'a the use of my goin
on. I can't tight. 1 am helpless," h?
ald to Tlv Kreling. Captain of Police Olenson was notllled at the rin
Uefereo
aid and stopped the fight.
Walsh gave the decision to Oans.
Three doctors, after an examination,
stated that the Injury was a fracture
and dislocation of the lower end of
the ulna, the Innermost bone of the
wrist. Whether it was a genuino frnc-tut- e
or not. Hrltt showed such intense suffering while the doctors were
irinnlpulaiing his wrist thut the tears
rolled unchecked down his cheeks.
"I wan utterly helpless," he said. "Í
could not even hold up my left hand
after I broke it. 1 had to guard for
Oans left and not punch except with
my right." The fight, while It lasted
was a slugging match, but it was perfectly evident to every trained observer that Brltt had no chance to win
from the negro.
For the first time in his life he was
Hrltt's lack of coolness
outmatched.
wan partly responsible for the miser
oble ending of the fight. From first
tap of the gong he appeared
he was not content to take ths
advice of his seconds to make Cans
do the leading, but rushed headlong
Into close quarters that developed Inmatch In
evitably Into a slugging
which the champion hud by far the
advantage.
In the first round Ttrltt staggered
íians to the ropes with a left swing
on the neck that had lots of force In
In the sume round he also used
It.
M left and right successfully to the
body and face, but took in punishment a strulght left on the nose that
slowed him down.
The Necond round developed Into i
mix-u- p
at the ropes, in which both
vicious rights and
men exchanged
lefts. Uan taking the advantage.
In the third Guns followed his taction of crowding Hrltt Into his corner,
and the f'allfornlan had to keep his
hands and feet busy working his way
out. The rjund was even.
(Jans drew II ret blood In the fourth,
straight left that
with a lightning-lik- e
brought a scarlet strcjim trlckllnn
from the corner of Hrltt's mouth. It
was right after this that Hrltt threw
all of his strength Into a left swing
that proved his merciful undoing. The
decision of the doctors effectively disposes of anv claim of "fake."
.
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CALIFORNIAN BREAKS

; As
now made, there is not a drop of alcohol in it.
tonic and alterative. Ask
ft is a
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KNIGHTS
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Ayer't Sarsapariila is not a strong drink.
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COFFEE CAKE,

BALDR.IDGES YARD IS THE PLACE

D0UGHNUJS,
quet immediately alter the Initiation
ceremonies, but It was decided on this
For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath, Large stock of Windows, Doors
HOT ROLLS,
ISpeclnl IUntch to lbs Murnlrur Journnl
occasion to hold the banquet on the
Paints, Oils, Urushes, Cement, Building; Paper, always on hand
Uaton, X. M Sept. 9. Governor following night in order to entertain
Curry Is now on tiis way buck to the ladles who are to be present in
PIES,
'
Santa Fe from Clayton, where he force. The banquet will begin at
C.
spent the day in meeting friends and p. m., find the appointments will he
nn cnnrri nrt;T btmi.tt
'
RYE BREAD,
seeing the surrounding country. The most elegant. Between 300 and 500
T.nrnnrnrmn vuro ivvieo
business.
governor spent Sunday at Cimarron guests are expected to be present.
Just what his plana are he as yet
and other points on the St. Louis,
The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
GRAHAM BREAD, Etc.,
does not know, hut they will formuItocky Mountain anil Pacific and arI'ciniancnt Vaudeville Here.
late quickly and the colonel will bo
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placrived In Clayton this morning.
lie
The lu st cf every amusement line
was tendered a reception there this opera, drama,
comedy, minstrelsy, heurd from right speedily. IncidentAre a revelation in the baing your order for anything made by a first class mill.
afternoon und made a brief address. burlesque and circus is embodied in ally he Is interested In bringing
to
City.
Tillman
"Pitchfork"
Canon
The governor has covered northeast modern vaudeville that's why it Is
LUMBER AND MILL CO.
The southern senator will no doubt be
ker's art.
New Mexico thoroughly and has been both the fashionable and the popurecep- lar form of amusement of the period. a big drawing card here ami Demothe recipient of enthusiastic
VIADUCT,
SOUTH
OF
ALBUQt T.HQUK, N. M.
tions all along the line.
The Western States Vaudeville asso- crats ere anxious for his coming. Some
ciation of San Francisco, which op- feeling has developed among '.he colerates the famous Crystal houses, ored population of Canon, however,
proposed
have theaters In 'Frisco, Oakland, Sac- over "Pitchfork" and Iim
Wrm AMPLE MEANS
do
THEFT ramento,
San Jose, Stockton, San visit here, The
AJfD
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
kindly
to
s
not
take
Tillman
talk
and
lego and Los Angeles, Portland, Ore.
Seattle, Toeamo,
Hellingham, New may be active, it Is understood, in tryYOURSELF.
FOR
SEE
Whatcom,
Olympla. ing to have the scheme abandoned.
Spokane and
to the
Wash., Denver,
Pueblo." Colorado Something definite with regardpo.m.
BAÍIK OF COfJIMERCEo" ALBUQUERQUE, 11, M.
Springs and Trinidad. Colo., and St. matter will prooably develop
AT LAS VEGAS
Meanwhile the col nel H
borne"
Joseph, Mo. Besides these, they connew friends ffl his olTie
trol or book scores of other tjouse, to all old
hlXTIilNDS TO ll!HSITOKS EVKHY rROI'EIl ACCOMMODATION
compnny,
In
Canon
Kealty
Main
Ithe
both In these states named and in the
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
He
Weglad
With
is
there
the
itreot.
adjoining ones.
and
Kach and every house has been a llcome, the hearty hand-shakCAPITAL
I1&0.000.M.
Two Thousand Dollars Taken success
where there was population lasoon, forsooth, willto have something of
Officers
and
Director:
business
nature
talk
about.
cirenough
to
It
support
i
because the
From Santa Fe Station; Off
OLOMON LUNA, President
cuit employs none but the inn"! choice
"PlTCIirOHK" TIM.MAX TO
cers Follow Clue to Albu acts.
The
W..Í. JOnNSON,
Grocery Co. W. B. ETIUCKLER,
COMIO TO CANON CITY
Klghieen months ago the Ciystil
VIo President Mid Cashier.
querque.
Asatetant Cuati le
company entered Trinidad. Colo. Too
A later Issue of the same
pa por
Good Things to Eat.".
outcome has riiihk Into theatrical an- says:
GEORGE) ARNOT.
WILLIAN McINTOSK.
nuls, us the house has never had u
"Pitchfork" Tillman is coming to
Ó. E. CROMWELL,
3. C. BALDRTDGK.
Blull Orders Filled Rnnio Pa)
A. U. BLACKWELL.
ISpeciiil Correspondence
Morning Jtiurnul.
losing week.
Canon City next Wednesday. Colonel
aa Kccelvert.
K.:st I,is Vegas. Sept. !t. It
was
What lias been accomplished in Sellers succeeded , this
morning in
learned here today that a daring mail Trinidad will be accomplished In this raising a sufficient guarantee and the
robl cry tonk place in the I.iih Vegas city and along the same lines.
'
noted southern statesman has been
"tation of the Simla Fe route on Au
Keep your eye on the opening of notllled to that effect. He will speak
I
Slays
Iloston.
Frigate
at
gusl
.i List.
The officers have ever the new Crystal theater, next Monday In the opera house, and seats will be and It Is expected that habeas corpus
Famous
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLES
Washington. Sept. 9 Acting Sec- slnr been working on the matter night, September 16.
tills
pluced on sale as soon as possible.
proceedings will be Instituted
3
Silver Avenue.
West
Telephone 57.
retary Newberry has postponed in- w'ith nit avail. Thev have today fol
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Colonel Sellers' successful effort to morning In an atlemut to secure his
definitely action Upon the project to lón I ,i clue to AlbuiUerUe, which ITALIAN
speaker
greatlv
release.
land
the
renowned
has
BLACKMAILER
remove the famous old frigate Con- it Is believed, III result In the arrest
pleased Canon City people. There Is,
stitution to Annapolis or to this city. of ie perpetrators
of the daring
IS KILLED IN BATTLE of course, the usual objections to T'Ki:SH IX
XH'K LOT OF NWKKTi
.
The broaching of the proposition deei
K.I.KKV,
ANTA MM 'I'KS,
"Pitchfork's" coming on tbe part of I'OTATOKH,
caused auch a storm of patriotic pro-teTl " robbery occurred while fifteen
Í.KKKN
HKANS
colored
population.
the
AMI HtVKKT IIIKN AT
how
Just
navy
(
the
that
Bostonlans
from
or verity people were standing about
Ulalrsville, Pa., Sept; 9. Giuseppe
this will develop Is not yet tin: KK iir i.n i cum i.uv kxokk, lit)
department was unable to withstand the iiuggage room after the mall had Oiusslfo, an alleged blackmailer, was strongly
known, but expressions of disapproval W. tiOl.ll AVKM K, I'HO.M-- i:tS.
It.
been delivered from the postofftce. A shot dead, one companion was ar were heard from a. number of leadFUNERAL DIRECTOR
sack containing two thousand dollars rested and a third escaped, following ing negroes today. The senator's usual
The woman nho rrtids ma ndrrrlliements
in r' jistered letters was taken by the an attempt to blackmail Frank Clop-pinSteamer AMmre In 1'ag.
rough-sho- d
MONUMENTS
manner' In tearing up the liofw InldllKfiitl.v. Ixn't It worth whila to
San Francisco. Cal., Sept. H. The thiew s. Four days later the s,n k was
who probably was fatally stab- blacks has been heralded from ocean do tlitUÍ Try unci lu Ilia .Morning Journal.
and
Black
wnit
Heart
North Second Street
steamer iin Gabriel, which sailed fnui'l cut open and empty. Not a sin bed by one of the men.
ocean,
Is
greeted
always
to
and he
from San Pedro day before yester- gle etler has since been recovered.
Clepplno Is a shoemaker.
Late Sat- with crowded houses. That this w'ill
day for Umpqiia In ballast, ran ashore
urday night, as he was about to close he the case here goes without saying.
.this
one nille north of Point
his shop, three men entered and de- It Is rumored also that the senator
Kick Kills .(apúnese.
Is
fog.
It
heavy
during
a
inotning
II nolulu, Sept. 9. A Japanese prls manded money. He refused to give may Ray something on the piesidenti.il
believed that the vessel will be a total oner In the Kauai Jail died today from them any and Immediately opened fire. situation that will he interesting Just
The steamer carries a crew of tbe effect of a kick administered by As he fired Cliussifo fell dead and om at this time.
ftf'een.
filler.
Hiere is some apprehen- - of his companions stabbed Clepplno
Word
has been received by the the
of an uprising of Japanese plan- - in the breast.
aim.
Trent, for Theatergoers.
weather bureau stating that a steam tatii laborer on account ol the prls
The outrage attracted many per
A treat for all theatergoers of the
ejidoner is standing by the atranded om-- s death.
sons, who pursued the two men. One,
city, as well! as for the people Inter!iiti Oal.rlel and a tug haa left her
whose name Is unknown, was capIn thei University of New MexThe
for the scene of the wreck.
tured by the authorities, who placed ested
Cures
Woman's
Weaknesses.
will be given at the Casino next
Point Reyes life saving crew has
him on a freight train and lodged h'.m ico,
Friday
night In the form of a very
In Jail at Indiana, Fa.
leAihed the vessel, ond ft Is stated
We refer to that lxsjri to weak, nervous,
It is said tho
little college play that ha.i
that there Is no danger of loss of life. itilTi ring women known as Dr. i'lurce's man who escaped was recognized and unique
made somewhat of a hit In the East.
hopes
capturo
are
for
his
entertained.
Favorite Prescription.
It gives an Idea of the time at colTir-e- . Pii-lsl- i
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Dr. John Kyle one of tho Editorial Staff
lege after a great victory. The scene
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THE 'ALBUQUERQUE
Land company, with prospective Japanese customers.
Flatly and without equivocation
three Japanese who desired to make
realty improvement
purchase declared to Mott that they would' not
buy real eatate, though they did want
to purchase houses without the land
upon which the buildings stood. The
request to separate the houses from
the land in the deal appealed to Mott
as so unusual that he was impelled
to seek the reason.
There was not the slightest hesitancy on the part of the trio In making known their position. They explained that with a war coming between Japan and the United States
they desired to be In a position to
up of their property
make a .1 cleaning
A . i.n
nu-i j i il
i
linn.. nuu
.avia ... .
vuiij t .'i thalr
ui jíai i
uric
response
to the expected
country in
i call to the colors.
NEW MEXICO'S DELEGATE
I
Mott'g experience with the Japanese
HI ITI CfiD DnrOrVri T follows elosely upon advices which
UU
rUn nUUoLVLLl have been received from the north
u i unnitii'i
Dial l a ptlllwt' Ill orti-iiing that "war clauses" be inserted in
on property: in
Favors Third Term for Presi- leases that they make case
of war beother words, that in
the United States and Japan
dent and Would Hold Consti- tween
the leases shall be terminated without
tutional Convention in Santa penalty upon the lessee.
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Reports to .Bradstreets' Show
That Only ' One Failure fin
Business Was Recorded During the Past Week,
;
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Morning

Santa Fe, X. M., Sept. 9. Delegate
Instrument in Trinity Chtnvh
to Congress William H. Andrews, of Famous
,
To He HepleeeU.
,OCew Mexico, administered a severe
shock to the American people and
knocked all the pins from under the j Now York. Sept. 9. The great orran presidential ooom nere louay gan of Trinity church, at Wall street
when he came out in the Santa Fe and Broadway, which has pealed on
New Mexican, that sturdy advócate of so many triumphant occasions and
republican principles, and decent gov- anniversaries since 1S47. including the
ernment, with an interview of some victories of the civil war, is silenced
length, placing himself on record as forever. In its plaoe a modern tubin favor of a thli;d term for President ular organ Is being built.
ortracker-actio- n
The
Koosevelt. The outlying districts have
not yet been heard from, but there is gan is being taken out of the gallery
a general impression that the political over the entrance. The packing be-is
centers of the nation h:ive been shak- done in the front main entrance
en to their very foundations by the hind closed doors.
The new organ will be ready In seven months.
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II. AXIMlKWS,
Wlio Declares Himself In Favor of
Third Term for Sir. Itooscvclt.
announcement
that New Mexico's
delegate favored a third term for Mr.
Koosevelt. The supporters of .Secretary Tit ft are understood to be hunting
for the ta 'V uncut, and the president.
U Is rumored, - has seen the
handwriting on' the wall, luw reconsidered
his oft' repeated declaration that he
isn't going to consider a nomination
to succeed himself, and is about to
bow to the inevitable, since New Mexico's delegate has laid out his political
future course with no faltering hand.
Mr. Andrews' Interview is Interest- Jng in a good many ways, lie ex- presses me Poller that the president is
logically in line to succeed himself,
and that he will be forced to do so
whether he desires to or not. by nn
overwhelming demand from the people. This view of the national situation has been expressed before, in various sections of the country, Pennsylvania and elsewhere, and even the
people of New Mexico have from tlir.e
t't time heard a whisper to the effect
that there was a sentiment In I his
county which favored the president
for another term; but with the announcement by Mr. Andrews, t lie matter is considered fettled; no other candidates need apply and an immense
burden of uncertainly has been lifted
from the shoulders of the nation.
will now proceed on a settled
basis and thé country can settle Itself
to Its material and Industrial Interests
without any ouestion whatever as to
the future. It is true, or It Is taken
as true, that the presiden has no yet
been authoritatively heard from, but
the announcement by Mr. Andrews Is
taken as finally settling the matter.
Wants Statehood Contention.
In addition to his startling declaration as to his position on the presidential .candidate, Mr. Andrews proceeds In his interview to advocate the
holding of a constitutional convention
In Hanta I'"e the coming winter, for
the purpose of forming a constitution
to be presented to congres In connection with a single statehood bill which
Mr. Andrews proposes to introduce in
the next congress. Mr. Andrew ar
gues that the chances are good for the
admission of New Mexico as a sena- rate tale during the coining congress,
and his' request for a constitutional
convention will meet with consider-abl- o
interest among that vast majority
of the people of the territory who beevery chance and
lieve in taking
working every opportunily for admission Into the union.
Mr. Andrews, however, lays down
some rather startling propositions In
connection with the proponed convention. Among other things he Is quoted as saying that a constitution, for
this territory could be formulated in
about ten days, not more, and that It
would serve temporarily anyway. Mr.
Andrews' plan Is to ask (lovei nor Curry to call such a convention, and
name the delegates, who will pay
their own expenses, It goes without
saying that such a plan would meet
with universal npprovnl, since tho
people of the territory hi-- ready to
favor any movement which of fern any
propped of forwarding the end of admission to tho union.
That portion tf the Interview relating to the possibility of a successful
fight for admission has brought out
much favorable comment here this
evening, but It Is Bo far overshadowed
decision regarding
by I he delegate
tho national situation that it Is feared
the Influence of tho (statehood suggestion will be lost.
VI K

.

stockholders, issued today, asserts that
the eomna.ny was hindered gteatly by
restrictive legislation.
He savs: "In my lust report I called
we
attention to the serl,i hindrances rewere experiencing uy reason of
I
dos'.re
strictive 'legislation, and
say in litis connection th it since tlun
in' additional nunibi' of states and
appointten lories have enacted
ing commissions, whose duties embrace not only the regulation of railroads, but express companies as well,
and the general tendency of such commissions is to seek to reduce our rat.'S.
We ara now under the jurisdiction of
commission,
the Interstate Commerce many
ruling
and comnliance with its
to conand requirements subjects usexpense."
tinued additional labor and
while iho comnanv earned 54 per
ns pomnared with 38 peV cent!
lor the previous year, it pays dividends
of onlv 10 per cent, and this rate la
ónlv ns the result of the light
pa-imade a year ago against Harrlman,
who controls the company, by the
Previous to last
shareholders.
yecr's contest the compuny paid 8 per
cent dividends.
tv

week.

will be declared soon
Kuli'eeU Hei,ie to lliirclin
luni-elv- c
Willi lieal Fxuie
hi uliloi nla.

Mlksxlo'
1

A'aiin'ila, Sept. fl. K lilenre of a
taitliim eharaeter wan uneovereil
revculinK 'he liolle.f of Jnpame
of ttilN Htate that war between lli t'nlled Stale and Japan I
Iho
inure than a pn."llll!'. That
'fuli.l-fof Die mlKailo ale prepaiini;
for Kiieli an vetilualii:1 'Aaa ,1,
.el lence
hv tile reinal kdlile
f Koiietl Lt. Moll, uf. the Alameda
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October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

18,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

Ex cursion

TROTTING' AND
IT.',

Purse No.

y"

12:17

PACING PROGRAM

.$1,000

Pace.

22:20 Trot; Denver Post Stake Race ....$1,000
No. 32:13 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label

Purse No.
Purse

and Eastern points. On sale
daily until September
30. Return limit October 31. Rates to prin-

To Colorado

7A
".IU

$ 500

,000
$ 500
$1

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits

COO

Springs and rcturnJZ0.75
ruc'jio anu ruiuui
aio.aa
Chicago and return... $53.30
St, Louis and return.. $52.90
Kansas City and return $44.55
Norfolk and return, (60
day limit,).$72.90

iColo.

.$1,000

.Champagne Stake Race
Purse No. 4 2:25Pace- Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace
Purse No. 6 2:30 Trot

ROY A, STAMM

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

J. A. WEINMAN
Piesident
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ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGUILL
SlioweiiHo, Mission Furniture, Store
and liar Fixtures and llulldlng Material.

A.

rimnn

J. Love, Proprietor
40:1 S. First.

I03.

Street

Afternoon and Evening

12,

From 2:30 to 6:00 o'Clock P. M., and from 7:00 Until 9:00 o'Clock P. M.
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Waists, Furs, Silks

and,-Dre- ss

Every

Goods.

model represents a new style idea and our Hate cannot be equalled anywhere for
beauty, style and artistic elegance, our styles are exclusive; all of these and our pop-

ular prices have made our millinery section popular.
A beautiful line of exclusive fall styles and imported models

Attractive displays and a souvenir, for every visitor.
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Afternoons from 2:30 to 6.

Music by the celebrated Ellis Orchestra.
ings from 7 to 9.
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St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
Joseph Harnett, Proprietor,
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LIQUOr.S seuvel.
the popular (tames. K.no nery Monday, Th'.irmlay and Saturday nlsht.
CHOICE

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

-

READ JOURNAL WANTS.

J:o West

i

,(

Secretary

,iimA.'mirw4JwtiitH

pening Fall and Winter Exhibit of Fashions

and initial display of Gowns, Suits.

Entries and

RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER

RESULTS!
$52.10 RESULTS!
and return
Tickets on salo September
MORNING JOURNAL
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, return limit
October 2, 1907, Call at ticket
WANT ADS
particulars,
for
office
RESULTS!
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
RESULTS!

Thursday, September

Big List of

Whirlwind Finishes..

ACCOUNT
0. F. SOVEREIGN GRAND LODGE.
St, Paul or Minneapolis

Phone Order filled Promptly

Our

;
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ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
Garments Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Readyto-Wea- r

j riif;

j
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Kobert Jones, for some time driver
for the Wells, Fargo Express company
here, has been appointed exprés
messenger on the Santa Ke branch
run from Iamy to Santa Fe. A. W.
cipal points.
(iibson has taken Jones' old place
here.
A D4,,,K,
H
has been trans- - UUIIVUI tlllU RUIUIII
Owen Galbreath

Hus-Ine-

japanesYbelieve war

admiuata
puhllHtv.

I

rm

not advertisers
lire. Hurslars should prefer
concealment merchants adequate

are'

senger
has returned home after a vacation
spent here and at Las Vegas.

of Leaihl'.llion
Compelí
I'rolith Over Fifty Per Cent.

Jo-v-

i House-t'reake-

a clerk in the pasdepartment office at Topeka,

Although
3.
Sept.
York.
New
Herbert Simon, who has been asWells, Fargo Express company earned sistant cashier of the Alvarado hotel
54 per cent on Its capital stock in and Ih promoted to be chief clerk at
President the Cardenas hotel at Trinidad, will
the year ended Julv SI,
Evans, ir his annjal report to the leave for that place the tirst of next

M

Conrulmrnt or I'ubllrlljr Which f '
enterprises may be roughly
Husiness
111
prosper from
claimed
as thorn which
publicity, and thosn which will not
business will prosper
No very reputabl
No worthfrom concealment and secrecy.
while business will fall to prosper from the
right sort of publicity.
house-builde-

li

ra

Frank Sturges,

j
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IKI,1;

An engine failure west of Williams

yesterday morning delayed No. S sevBANNER YEAR FOR
eral hours. It arrived here last night
WELLS FARGO EXPRESS at 8:05 o'clock, over an hour late.

í

OTHERS GET THE FLAG

!

--

"That New Mexico is prosperous is
conclusively proven in other ways
than by the fat herds and heavy
crops." said W. N. Fulkerson to a
Morning Journal representative last
evening. Mr. Fulkerson is assistant
division superintendent of Bradstrcet's
as
tho
city
is
in
the
and
guest of Fred W. Harden, superintendent of the New Mexico district.
"New Mexico and the southwest has DENVER & RIO GRANDE
a record that is hard to bent." conA glance at
tinued Mr. Fulkerson.
RAILROAD
the weekly trade reports received during the past week from the New Mexico district shows that not one fail- Through the fertile San
Luis
ure in business occurred. The number during the previous weeks has Valley; also to the San Juan
been extremely small. The New Mexcountry of Colorado,
ico district includes all of New Mexico, live counties of Arizona and the
For. information S3 to rates, tmln
city of Kl Paso, Tex., so the figures
sexrlc, descriptive litcrxtiire, addree
aro rather interesting.
S. K. HOOPER,
RAILROAD NOTES.
frcocra)
and Ticket Ajen
DKNVKlt. COT0
A. Monis, an official of the
news service at Chicago, has arrived In tho city.

Journal. 1

l

Kurwell HI no, a. well known bridge
Licavenwortn.
has,, passed
through the city last night en route to
Texico, N. M., in the interest ,bf the
Missouri Valley Bridge works, which
Is to erect a number of bridges cast
of Helen, on the cut-of- f.

man ot

the Mining Camps of Coloto
rado, Utah and Nevada;
Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
New Mexico, and the

CIVIL WAR VICTORIES
IMpeclal Cormpundenee

WE TAKE THE FIRSTS

To

ORGAN PEALED FOR

Fe Next Winter,

position of stenographer In the: office
general superin
tendent of tho western grand divi
of H. W. Sharpe,

3

1907.

sion.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
Mr. Mayo, the properties were owned
anil operated by Patrick Oullen for
rtearly ten years, until 1892. when Mr.
Mayo purchased them and commenced
operating the mines and milling the
ore at his own mill In Golden. There
Is now on the dump several thousands
of tons of ore ready for the mill,
which can be treated as soon as arrangements can be made.
Mr. Mayo Is an old timer In New
Mexico, having left New York City In
1886 and come to this country to operate mining properties. He Is well
known to the pioneer merchants and
citizens of Albuquerque and New Mex
ico In general. While in active charge
of operations In the Golden district.
Mr. Mayo was a heavy purchaser of
camp supplies and machinery, having
at that time more than one hundred
men in his employ. The Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine company supplied Mr. Mayo with considerable ma
chinery, castings, etc. Messrs. Stover
& Crary. then in the wholesale gro
cery business where the Alvarado
hotel now stands; Mandell Hros., then
in the hardware business, where the
Whitney company.ls now located, and
Snmmis & Statnni, wholesale dealers
in farmers' produce, and other old
time merchants supplied Mr. Mayo
with much of their wares.
Mr. Mayo, with his family, has resided In this city for several years,
and expects to remain here, leaving
the management of his Golden mining
properties In other hands.
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big meteor., dropping vertically
from the heavens was seen by many
IN NEW MEXICO
LANDS people at 4 o'clock yesterday evening
directly east of this city and appardistance beyond South
We have just received the
Advertising and Colonization ently a short Sandia
mountains Just
Peak In the
of Tijeras canyon.
new Fall styles in Rugs,
Departments of the Santa Fe north
known
Dr. F. A. Jones, the well
mineralogist, of 715 North Eighth
comprising all the latest
Now Giving Attention to Far street, has accurately located the line
In which the heavenly visitor fell, and
patterns in
Reaching Promotion Cam- a search will be made for it.
"L. J. Wilson, of the Economist
ROYAL WILTON,
saw
stqre, who Is staying at
paign,
the meteor plainly while sitting In the
front yard, just at 4 o'clock," said
AXMINSTER,
Albuquerque business men and citi- Professor Jones last night. "He callon the
I
loudly
arrived
to
me
and
ed
VELVET,
zens have met with enthusiasm
the scene just about a second too late.
announcement of the successful cam- Mr. Wilson said the meteor fell like
BODY BRUSSELS,
paign for the sixteenth national irri- a great ball of fire straight down unthe mountains,
gation' Congress. While some doubt til apparently just over
.TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,
when it burst like a huge .skyrocket.
had been expressed of the wisdom of It was visible about as long as a perbringing so large a' gathering to Al- son could count eight. I had a transit
ART SQUARES, Etc.
buquerque; just now, all this has dis- and took an observation on Wilson's
flight
locating
line
of
Information,
the
appeared In the face of the problem as north 83 degrees 15 minutes east.
of caring for the congress, and with It appeared to fall In a directl.y, ver
the knowledge that It is not at all a tical line, and as the western sun was
local affair, but one In which the en shining brilliantly on it at the time it
tire territory is of necessity interested, must have been extremely close to
and that outside aid is to be confibeen so clearly visible. '
dently relied upon, every one has have
Many other persons saw the meteor
turned to the wheel with the deter- yesterday afternoon, and it is quite
mination to make the congress of all' likely that by following the figures
Our stock of printed and
possible benefit to the territory.
secured by Professor Jones it may be
d
It is a fact that the
For all
inlaid linoleum is the larglocated in the mountains.
Interest In New Mexico and narticu-larl- y that anyone knows, it may be a stray
In New Mexico farming hinds, Is piece of Mr. Daniels' justly celebratest ever shown in this
better known outside of the territory ed comet, which has been hanging
than within its boundaries.
some
ity. .
around tho firmament for
t
The people of New Mexico
months past. At any rate it Is worth
know of the enormous number of looking for.
Come and examine our
homestead entries which have been
made in this territory (luring the past
stock and we will see that
fiyv months, or if they do know have
passed the information by as part of
you save money by buying
every day business.
large
announcement
of
colonist
The
your fall needs from us.
parties coming into the territory has
become almost a daily affair, and the
development of the territory Is probTHE
ably attracting more public attention
and comment outside than at home.
The demand for New Mexico lands
points significantly to the fact that the
period of this territory's greatest development Is at hand. This Interest
has been aroused by several influCARPETS
FURNITURE,
ences.
First and greatest has been the Influence of the farmers
themselves
and DRAPERIES.
who have succeeded here. The rail- Grand Combination of the Best
roads have done an enormous amount
308-31- 0
W. Central Ave.
of advertising
for the lanil.s along
Baseball Experts in the Pass
Irrilines,
and colonization and
their
gation enterprises
have done their
City Will Enter the Fair
share. The fact remains that more
and more attention is being paid New
Games Here,
KEEP V PIETE (E Ol'li KANSAS
Mexico and that the public Is greedy
in vorit MOUSE'S
ito k
for information.
MAXIiKIt, A 25 PIETE W1IJ, lA ST
The influence of the Santa Fe railFil Pa.so fans are beginning to think EOU MONTHS.
E. W. I'EE,
road through Us advertising and col- about the coming baseball tournament
I
onization departments is having a at the Albuquerque fair in October. S. IÜST ST. PHONE 1.
powerful effect on Immigration. The Ag a consequence the baseball talent
Santa Fe Is literally spending thou- In the Pass City Is to lie raked with
sands of dollars In advertising New a tine tooth comb and the pick of the
Mexico.
The September number of artists now playing there will be
"The Karth," the Santa Fe's month- combined with the team now known CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
ly magazine, is devoted almost en- as the IS I Paso Kagles.
The El I'aso
Shop 410 V. Copper Are.
tirely to New Mexico and Irrigation players are going at the matter seriPlinnr- - 817.
in this territory.
It carries carefully ously and the bunch that comes from
prepared articles on every Irrigated the Texas town will come prepared to
district In New Mexico, and the Rio do business and go alter the three
Just received a fresh ship(rande valley is given especial atten- purses of $!M)0, $!00 and $300 offered
tion, the writers being the first au- by the fair association.
Moreover,
ment of
thorities in the territory.
the October number will carry equally nousi.i; header
UK'Ali FAN'S StKDAY
as much matter bearing directly on
Tho Sncnmi huseliHll team will ar
New Mexico and her fanning and colCorn Flakes
In
city
next Sunday and will;
rive
the
onization enterprises and opportuniin
atternoon
a
plav
the
double
header
ties.
In addition, the Santa Fe Industrial at Traction park. The first game will
per package only
Gem City players and
commissioner took charge of a vast be between theGrays-followed by a'
quantity of literature on New Mexico the Uarelas
Gerónwhich he distributed personally at game between Socorro and the
Sacramento. Much of this literature imos. It Is expected that both games
was furnished by the New Mexico bu- will be good exhibitions.
Are you not paying 25c for 2
reau of Immigration, the assistance of
Fatal Cur .VvUlont.
the Santa Fe saving the bureau the
A man supSept.
Francisco,
!.
S:in
to
expense of sending a representative
packages of the same goods
to be J. H. Dlnnle, a laborer,
Sacramento. Sixty thousand copies of posed
by a Folsotn
killed
was
run
and
down
Karth"
of
Issue
"The
September
the
street car at the crossing of Fulsom
were distributed there, and the
night. The
was made the occasion of the and Fifthonstreets, lastwas
arrested and Albuquerque Cash Grocery
car
biggest advertising campaign New charged withthemanslaughter.
Mexico has ever enjoyed.
Company, Homer H. Ward, Manager
The Santa Fe is going to continue
To bo Ilnppjr
Its advertising campaign In the Inter- you mint hav roort health. You cn't havo
through
the
315 W. Marble Phone 206
est of New Mexico right
Burnt health If yntir liver la imt dtilnit It
year, and what, with the advertislne iluty luw hut uro pnlaoriiiifc i K"ing n all
will
timecongress,
result
uih
the
clrvumatanrei.
under
the
by
the
done
Herblne mukex a perfectly healthy
be to keep New Mexico and her irliver keeps the stomach and bowels Hunt
rigated lands constantly before the anil
tnnle for the entire system.
acts
IE VOU WANT
people who are most Interested, with- Kild by J. asII. aO'Rlelly
Co.
out Interruption for twelve months.
The congress Itself will advertise the
Nve'a tent show tonight, 10 and 20
territory and Albuquerque before the cents.
whole nation.
to
going
congress
la
Irrigation
The
press one of the big Influences In the
development of New Mexico. Even If THE
BIG FUN SHOW
Albuquerque desired to make the
congress a local affair It could not
do so. prominent men from every
section of the territory were InstruElk's Theater Friday, Sept. 13
mental In bringing the congress here.
That wrltcH mihmiIIi and vany and
Intervitally
And these men who are
own
of
don't Icnk nor sod your fingen,
development
their
ested In the
pectlnnn are going to continue to be
buy a
the conTHE NEW RURAL COMEDY
Just as activo In the affairs ofbring
the
gress. The result wl'l be to
of the territory
business interest
SUCCESS
closer together and to broaden the
rapidly growing movement for develj
er-opment of the land.
A Xe:v Mexico Ixsuf.
Issue of "The
The September
Karth" Is of decided Interest to New
Mexicans. Tho magazine carrieo
bv A. M. Hove, of Carlsbad;
THE COUNTRY BOY
II. 1!. Holt, of Las Cruces; It. K.
Twltchell. of Lu Vegas; CI. A.
you a W KITTEN
Wp fclvo
of Roswell, and Is well IllustU'AUAN'TEE with every mhi. We
trated with photograph of New MexII
ico scenes.
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AND YOUTH'S CLOTHING.

and $
INSIST ON SEEING THE

SAM PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$3 50, $5.00 and $6.00
,

OUR HOUSES

STAND

OUR CUSTOMERS.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY1

CAST

Wholesale Merchants

n

i

I
L

Wool, Hide and Pelts
a Kpecluliy.
I.A9 VKOAK,
AMil'Ql EHQUK
,

'

Seats on Sale Wednesday,
September 11.

BACKOF EACH GUARANTEE AND WE

23i. ., C
flf

PROTECT

-

At Atatson's
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VEM Vn IN tHKMI AM) HALT MEATS

35c, 50c, 75c.
'

For emtio and !!
hit Prices

l

Blnt
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Mr

Washburn
Y'l.',-..-

WhnloalA and Rotall
HiM(iiity
h
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THE WM, FARR COMPANY,

,

PRICES

STICK TO IT THAT YOU

AVK.

20J MUST f'KNTRAL

scenery mid rffrMl.
Strict I j n lilgli cIiisn production.

UNEXCELLED

MAKES.

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY

IivrH.
All hktIiiI

AN

BLOCH MAKE, COSTING NO

FOR THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS GOOD."

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'

priven.

cv hinting end dancing mine

STEIN

$20

Lucky
Curve

n.

XEW MEXICO IIEAIWAUTEUK
WEUE Midi IN EVIDENCE
reThe Morning Journul last nightMexceived a big photograph of New
ico headquarters at the Irrigation congres In Sucramento. which voted th
The
next congress to Albuquerque. figurphotograph shows Albuquerque llfe-fl- z
ing as the chief busln-s- s on a
placard around which are fra.med
the splendid collection of Albuquerque and New Mexlro photographs sent
from this city, while In front of the
Twltchcll
t.hKioiri'Hiihn stsnd Colonel
and the New Mexico boosters and rep- resenlatlve of the Santa Fe railroad.
Stacked
tip on a long counter aroj
.f.t,.n of lit em tute about New Mexico,
The picture Is a good one and hmvat-- '
boosters went
how the Albuquerque
.
it !' win the
'
Nye's tent show tonight. 1ft and
rents. Including best rctU.

NO OTHER BRAND

Parker

ar-tle- le

CELEBRATED

'

MORE THAN OTHER
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Pen

ra rnr
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at Albuquerque. N.
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Congress of March . 187.
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matter at the
M, under act

MOKM.NO JOrKNAt 18 TUB
.TUB
LEADING REPl'BI.K'AN PAPBR V NEW
MEXICO, 81 rrOBTINO THK PRINCIPLK8
THK KKl'I BI.IC AN PAKTT AI L THE
OF THE
TIME, AND THK METHOD
ARE
PARTV WHEN THE

r

RKilir.

. ...

I
thaa BHT other DSDr !
New Meilro. The only paper In New Mrxtc
Issued every day in tna year.

Morning Journal haa a higher
rating than la accorded U any other
paper In Alhimoerque or any other dully In
New Meileo." The American Newspaper Directory.

'The

Ircn-latl- m

TERMS OF 81 BS RIITION.
Pally, by mall, orto year. In advance. .13 00
.so
Dally, tiy carrier, one month
.60
Dally by mall, ono month

new mexico

ai.bi;i:eikii e

AND SOW WIS IIAVK TO IIAVK IT.
We called attention to the fact a
few days ago that the. best Interests
of Albuquerque demand the erection
In this city "f a big first class hotel.
The want of such an Institution has
bren felt by our people for some time

past, and

il

has been growing every

day, but for one reason or another we
have postponed from time to time the
duty of getting down to business In
the matter, but now we have reached
the point where the duty is not to be
We are "up
shirked any longer.
against it." The demand Is Imperative, and Is not to be Ignored any

longer.
The national Irrigation congress, nl
Its late meeting at Sacramento, resolved almost unanimously to hold its
next session at Albuquerque, and It is
up to us now to make proper provisions for entertaining in a decent and
respectable manner the thousands; of
prominent citizens from nil parts of
the I'nited States and from foreign
countries, who will come to Albuquerque on that occasion, or else "lay
dnwn," and make no further pretence
of being in the swim. The latter
course is entirely loo foreign to the
Albuquerque way of doing things to
be talked about seriously, anil hence
we can safely and properly say In the
matter of the new hotel, that we huve
reached the point where we have "got
to get II." Ami the way to get It is
to commence the work of making our
plans, right away. The Commercial
tor jusi much
ciult was organize'
emergencies as this. It has never yet
fallen short III the discharge of Its
duty, in public matters of this character, and It will not make Its first
break now.
It Is estimated that the late meeting of the congress ut Sacramento
brought two thousand visitors to that
town, and they were not tramps, or
f
but prominent, distinguished
people, the most of them, representing
every section of the I'nited States, and
Now,
a number of foreign countries.
our present accommodations,
with
mImI could we do with such a number
of such I pie? It would be far better for the credit of the town to never
have the congress come here, than to
come and find us no better prepured
to entertain the delegates and Visitors
than we are now. I'nless we can take
hold of this hotel proposition at once
it will be far better for us to notify
the executive committee of the association that it will have to change the
piar of Its next meeting and that
would be a beautiful black eye for
Albuquerque to wear. It is to be
will nol
hoped that such a course
have to be considered, but that the
friends of the town will wake up to
the absolute importance of going to
work at once In the matter of securing
more ample accommodation.
riff-raf-

TO TA IT.

lilt's ItKI'I.Y

I'OKAK

In his Chautauqua address, which
was a reply to Secretary Tuft'a Co-

lumbus speech. Senator Forakir said:
that before
What I contend for
such texlsion Is entered upon the people should be heard on the subject,
suggested that
and I have already
step should not be taken until
such
after we havs a chanca to consult
them in the presidential campaign of
next year."
And In commenting upon Mr. Kora-ker'- n
statement, above quoted, the
Washington Star says:
Secretary Taft Is not asking for revision before tho peoplo have had a
chance to expresa themselves at the
polls. The opportunity will come next
year, and he expects a republican triumph based In part on Instruction to
on
overhaul thu Dliitley acherful
protection Hnea that are now too
high, if (lie secretary Is hla party"
candidate for president the party III
stand pledged In the campaign by hi
uHprancea to Immediate tariff revia
Ion. and an extra nesalon of congrea
In the spring of 1909 will bo much
mora than likely.
In the other feature of hi apecch
He handle
Mr. Foraker I happier.
for
the uuestlon of lolnt statehood
Arliofia and New Mexico with force,
and even the fight over th Hepburn
railroad bill. In which he wa defeated, adroitly. Pertinent, too, and legit
imate. Is his Inquiry of Secretary Taft
tespectlnj the nullification of the con- Addition by a number of iheoüthrn
.
.
., . 1
4 ,
i
i(nt
At last, however, the real strength
.of Mr. Foraker- position Is In hla apWflhe score,
peal to bis CffnslHlK'r.
i,
nf the meaning of Id senatorial
I 'Id they send liitil to the
.

'

.

I'J

rom-liiis-lot-

senate to represent them, and tn doing no to exercise hla best Judgment
about public policies? If so. he claim
to have done that, and asserts that
this effort to retire him from office
grows solely out of his refusal to permit the president to dictate his course
and votes. The more firmly he stands
upon that ground, and the more earnestly he adheres to the record the
things done In which he has participated the better It will be for him
in the controversy.
Mr. Forakcr Is of opinion that "uf-fe- r
the opera I over" everything will
proceed smoothly and triumphantly
'against the common enemy. He sees
the Taft people and his own people
working together as if nothing had
happened. It Is a good hopo and a
discreet political deliverance, but history reads the other way. Such
shlndyg are always expensive, and
some have knocked the spots out of
the strongest political organizations.
ach other for
Men do not belabor
months, and In a single night, after a
convention has spoken, fall upon each
other's neckB and embrace as broth
ers. The Ohio republicans arc this
very day loading shells for the enemy

(t)NSTH ITIOX.
Henry Wattetson is stl'l trying
HACK TO THK

to

But It suggests some Interesting and
If such has been
pertinent Inquiriea.
tho action of the polluted air, under
the open aky, upon massive metal
work protected with paint, what must
have been Us action upon other less
substantial articles, not thus protect
ed, In adjacent dwellings or other
buildings to which the foul air penetrates and in which Its comparative
stagnation probably intensifies Its effect? Above all, what must be the effect of such air upon the lungs of the
human beings who are compelled to
breathe U?,
, .Hi, the jelly of London It is estimated
by competent authorities
that nearly
half a million tons of sulphuric and
sulphurous acids are yearly emitted
into the air from chimneys and that
more than twelve hundred tons of
solid matter soot and hydrocarbons
are yearly deposited from the same
source upon each square mile of the
city. The damage thus done to property Is estimated at $25,000.000 and
Lthe waste of fuel at $40,000,000 a
year. A single manufacturing concern
at Warrington reports that It has effected a saving of one thousand tons
or coal a week, of $125,000 a year,
through tho adoption of devicos to secure more perfect combustion and
thus to prevent the emission of smoke
and fumes. Other concerns, Including
railroad companies, make similar reports.
The pollution of the air In New
York and neighboring cities, the Tribune says, is not so great as in London.
But the difference is one of
degree and not of kind, and the case
of this Newark bridge Indicates that
the degree of difference Is not always so great as might be desired. A
glance along the water front of Manhattan, especially above Forty-secon- d
street, will show some gigantic chimneys voluminously reeking. Tugs and
steamboats on the livers leave mile-lon- g
trails of stench and blackness.
As for some of the neighboring communities In New Jersey, the smoke of
their vlleness ascendeth forever. There
Is yet a vast work to be done for the
redemption of the air from preventable and noxious pollution.

set the democratic party up In busi
ness by, planting it on the platform
which he Invented for it "Back to
the Constitution," and though neither
of the Incongruous elements has any
and each
use for the constitution,
despises the other more than it does
the republicans or the prince of dark
nesK, Henry still clings to the belief
that If he could bring them together
platform, Inon the Wattersonlan
stead of a Kilkenny fight, he would
Hear him:
see a political walk-ove- r.
"It seems a kind of Irony of fate
that the democratic party should be
to take advantage of
so
the situation. Have we, Indeed, In the
old, historic sense, a democratic par
ty? The sovith Is held together under
the democratic label by the race question, and the race question alone. At
the north we seo two factions, neither
of which will vote for the other. Yet,
as a party platform, the constitution
to be
of the United States ought
broad enough for each of these ele
ments to stand upon and 'Hack to the
Constitution,' a rallying cry reaching
all minds and all hearts, carrying yet
some memory "t 'he music which filled the souls of the fathers of democracy.
"The constitution is as vital today as
ever it was. It Is applicable as well
as Institutional, reaching the railway
problem, the tariff problem and the
problems of high finance. All parties,
more or less, have deflected from Its
But a
mandates and Its teachings.
party has taken the field committed
to defy It. altering it by executive construction, and if this party should triumph, our system of republican government would go along with Its organic laws."
"Hack to the Constitution?" To how
much of It? So much as serves the
purpose of the democratic party?
ortions be emphasized
Shall those
which under partisan Interpretation
can bo made to rebuke the present
policies of the republican party, and
those portions Ignored which as nullified explain the strength of the democratic party? What a campaign
that would make! How the spellbinders would revel In It! How interesting the pot would be, and how ef
fective with the voters, In dwelling
upon the forbidding color of the kettle!
oh, that race question! Wo cannot.
we are always told when the subject
CerIs up, have negro domination.
tainly not. That Is to say, Mississippi, and South Carolina, and Arkansas,
and North Carolina and other states
will not have It in their local affairs,
but are willing to Inflict It on the
country at large In our national af
fairs. Men who are not permitted,
unqualified, to
because pronounced
vote on road laws, or the establishment of dog pounds, or In elections
for constables and sheriffs and county
Judges, are counted by the hundred
thousands and voted In congress In
the matter of tariff lawa and financial legislation and In the .electoral
college for president. Mr. Cleveland
was twice In the White House on
the numerical strength of the southern negroes.
The country has been very complacent under the situation, although nobody, north or south, has been blind
In the south nullification Is
to It.
frankly admitted, and one encounters,
smoothly and serenely spokett, the
very (minted old question, first propounded by a man who had nullified
the law of mcum and tuum, "What
are you going to do about It?" And
the question remain unanswered, although the answer I found, coupled
with a duty Imposed, In the constitution.
,
You
"Back to the 'Constitution?"
bet! Adopt It for a platform, with
Tillman, Jeff Davis and Vardaman
leading th jirocesslon of stumper,
d,

a

Its

champion.

wno possesses a
Mr. waiieraon,
keen sense of humor, would greatly
enjoy that "halcyon and Voclferou'
masquerade.
THK FOIMNO OV THK
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Tomatoes

riddles

No,

Tomatoes for making catsup, 25 pound box for

METZ had a glass eye and a candy

arm.

HORRORS! A strike Is reported
the Teddy Bear trade.
AS TO THK price of coal
don't like It you can Lump It.

111

60c

if you

WALTER WELLMAN'S balloon
said to have a few strings tied to

onno tintontt.it nil. steel Knl'lllIT Is tlludo from
Rn 1 olno-lsteel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It la also
as
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between,
well a.? on the slat, and making it perfectly noiseless. It is also
and enamel baked in ovens which are excelled by none. While
it is specially intended for heavy weights it is equally good for medium 'weights. We have been selling these springs for about ten
years and .have never seen or heard of one sagging. We and the
makers themselves guarantee th's spring for ten years and the price la
only $5.00. Fur sale only by the
mi.- -

No.

Is
It.

Tomatoes for preserving,
extra selected, 25 pound

YOU WOCLD be a long while In
Mlssoury before you'd strike weather
like the past week.

n

V4

FURNITURE

West End of the Viaduct.

CO.,

box for

CORONADO'S
arrival didn't make
half as big a sensation as his Com
memorative Convention will.

85c

KITTENS with green hair are reported from Baltimore. Some one has
had an extra absinthe frappe.
IT APPEARS that rats have spread
the plague In San Francisco. It Is not
stated whether they are union or non
union rats.

IN

ORDER

ADVANCE.

..

.'

i

FUTRELLE

These Help

"TAFT SKINS BRYAN," says an
exchange. When Bryan skins Taft
there will be a golden opportunity
for some one to start a shoe factory.

"

Cheer I'p.
The "new deal" In New Mexico
probably means only a shuffling of
the same old cards. Roswell Record.

the Office.

In

LOOSE LEAF LEDGERS,
SPECIAL MADE BLANK BOOKS,
UNAMATIC COST AND PRICE BOOKS,
LEDGER SYSTEMS.
. STATEMENT
STAMPS AND SUPPLIES.
.RUBBER
"Made in Albuquerque," by

Maloy s

ACCORDING to press reports T.
Roosevelt, Jr., is a hop fiend but it
should be explained that he confines
himself to picking them off the vines.

'

.

B.H.Briggs&Co

BOY In Eldora, Ioway, bit his
DRUGGISTS.
tongue off, and the doctors sewed it
on again. ,1 p to date the operation Proprietor of Alvnrado Tharmacy, Oold
Is one that has never been successAvenue ana Unst street.
fully performed on a woman,
Illshlanil Pharmacy. Corner of East Cen
tral and Broitdrray.
NEW MEXICO might loan a few
to Old Mexico,
of her cloudbursts
CI'IIOVI' Nl MURK IS
..in vi n Tlc'I REMEMBER
where they arc needed El Paso IOUTV-MITHERE IS
UH.
Times.
ALWAYS)
A t l K l Bin J ii.r.niv
No, thanks. We need 'em all in our TO TAKE YOI'R ORBER, NO MATlx.lt
'
business.
now s.MAi.i.. v. o. I'R.vrr & tu,

II. S. LITIIGOW,

A

Journal Kiillrilng.

Rookbliider nnd Hubber slamp maker. Tlionc 921.

M

nr,i.

MOKMN'O JO I' II MA t. WANT ADS
"LABOR DAY was appropriately
BIUNÜ REMUI.TS
observed In Doming most of our citizens laboring same as on every other
(Not Cloal Land.)
day." Doming Headlight.
xhtk'I.'. KIR l'I KI.ICATION.
They were, it Is inferred, laboring
of
the Interior. Land OtTIre at
tH'partment
e.
deluslor.
under
.
'
Santa ro, .n. m,
i
that Amurocln
h.rniiv
r..ti..a
The other day an applicant for a
EL PASO 'has decided to put long Sanchez, of Old Albuquerquo, N. M., hns
g
permit In New York coats on its coppers in the winter II led notice of his Intention to make final
iz.
r
proof In support or ms ciuim,
was asked by the police official in time. It Is to be hoped they will be
nt the same time withfans tlomosleaa Kniry ao.
iw.um uuij
charge of such matters why he want- provided
3N,
Township
Section 34,
and ieed lemonade, otherwise the El Wl, for the KKVi
nw una thnt unía oroof will he
ed to have a weapon. The applicant Paso policeman's lot will not bo u
H. Otero, United State.
W.
It.
before
msilo
replied that he always carried large pleasant one.
. m..
Court Commissioner at. Albuquerque,
ü.
sums of nulney on his person and
i:o".
THE loftiest altitude in uttctooer
PROBABLY
to
nrova
ttta
witnesses
t1u,n..
fnlliiwln.
wanted to be In a position to defend on record was that reached by Joe
his continuous residence upon, and culti
himself If attacked. The official de- Woods, of Holbrook, who was elevat- vation of, tho lamí, vis: rendarlo i narez.
by
action
a
handed
double
ed
left
I'reWilto iiiivej!. Salvador Haca, Mairdaleno
manded to be shown a sample of the
kick from a mule the other day. Ac- Baca, all or uia Airnniueniue. w. m.
precious goods and the applicant cording
MANUEL R. OTE HO,
to his own story. Woods went
Register.
could produce only a few small coins. so high he could count the lamp posts
In the New Jerusalem.
NOTICE FOR ri BLICATlON.
The one thing that makes Taft's
of the Interior, Land Office at
"(,'OI.ONEL MAX FROST' has been Department
movements so Interesting is that he
Fe. New Mexico, August 1. 1907.
Snnta
over
a
of
Mexico
New
for
resident
Notice Is hereby Riven that Eplfanlo
always knows where he Is going and thirty-on- e
years, and has been promAlbuquerque, N. M., has tiled notice
what he is going to do when he gets inently connocted with the business of his ofIntention to make llnnl
proof
there.
and political Interests of the Sunshine In support of tils claim, via: llomestenrt en1907.
for
th
15.
May
1J..4HII,
made
try
No.
Territory during this long period of
NWK Section 12. Township 10 N., Rantre i
Carrie Nation declares that she will years." The Anaesthesia Snooze.
and that said proof will be mado before
Meanwhile the taxpayer paid $12.3X W.,
stay In Pittsburg until she reforms It.
I!. W. 8. Otero, United States Court Compage for the printing of the Gover- missioner
at Albuquerque, X. M . on October
so other titles needn't fear a visit a
nor's Message in Spanish.
5, 1!07.
from Carrlo for some time to come.
Ho names the following witnesses to prove
"THE CNANIMlTY with which the his continuous residence upon, and cultivasuffering
a nervous press of the territory defends Colonel tion of. the land, vis: Cipriano Hunches, of
Judge Landis is
N. M. : Felipe Herrera, of Atrlseo,
attack and J. D. Rockefeller Is pluy-In- g Max Frost, editor of the New Mex- Pajarito.
N. M. ; Ellas Chavez, of Alhuquoniuo, N. M. ;
attack Oabrlel
golf and enjoying himself as us- ican, against thebyslanderous secretary
Chaves, of Albuquerque. N. M.
the late
made upon him
MANUEL II. OTEItO.
ual. This is the irony of fate.
of the territorial bar association, when
Register.
lthe latter was seeking a
to that position, must be very gratifyCO.
ROSWELL AITOMOIIILIC
ing to the dean of New Mexico JourMull and passenger line between Roswell
N. M.. dally. Sunday
N
nalism." Roswell Register-TribunM.. and Torrance.
In this connection it would bo very Included, foneetlng with II trains on the.
Fo Central Railroads.
Interesting to know whether the Dean Rock Island and Santa
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m. Iavo Torrance
received his degree when he gradunted on
of Rock Island train due ai 2 a.
from the I'nited States land office m. arrival
Running time between the two polnta 6
Sam.
Uncle
with the aid of
Meals furnished nt Camp Noodmnre
hours.
IKit'sn'l Make a Hit.
free of chamo. Excursion parties accommowell
might
as
PASO
liar
EL
THE
notifying the comjiuny two days In
by
dated
The proposition to join Arizona to
and undignified re advance.
the state of Nevada is nol likely to beat ato hurried
tho untrimmed sage brush,
catch much wind to spread Its sails treat following
Is from
the uncanny
rho
either in Arizona or the sage brush think-tani'o'.'.'.i In Indian
k
man
a
of
and
Is
already
a
Nevada
slate
state.
the people there would hardly look Territory:Monism, chief of the agricul
Hart
with favor on the proposition. Aricensus office, is
zona will continue to Insist that It tural division of theassisting
In taking
in
Indian Territory
be made a state within its present
the census. He reports unofficially:
lllsbee Kovlew.
limits.
I'or I'alntliis nml I'mxr Hunglng.
"James Miller has a popcorn field
' A ChjmiMc SccrelHry.
First-clas- s
work guaranteed
where he raises choice popcorn.
"So intense lias been tho heat of
508 X. 1'ourtli St.
717.
Arizona has been honored In the
PIioiio
explodhave
selection of B. A. Fowler, of Phoenix, the sun that tho kernels
fluffy
flakes.
white
Into
as secretary of the national Irrigation ed on the cob
"When the sun creeps up, pop, pop,
congress. Moreover, Mr. Fowler has
the corn
personally been honored for his long pop In heard all through
and faithful service in the congress. :alch.
Estab'lshed 187Í
"Miller Is now eating popcorn off
Phoenix Republican.
the cob. An ear of tho corn may be Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
seen in a atore window here.
I'millar.
"Besides pupping corn, the sun Is
A lonely Old man died a ahort time
and Grain. Agent for
e
ago.
During his
he had al- hatching chickens out of crates of
Mitchell Wagons.
eggs."
ways regretted the fact that ho hud fresh
a
Xew Mexico
Immediately after hi
no relatives.
Albnnueroii
press has
THE TERRITORIAL
heirs appeared as
death forty-si- x
next
big
carnival
boosting
been
the
'of
more
than
claimants to his estate
a hundred
thousand dollars. The month with a unanimity that Is splensufficient;
simple
the did. The more uncalled for Is tho
are
and
facts
little knock from the Roslight which they throw on a certain following
side of human nature Is not exactly well Itesister-TrlbunRegister-TribunIs not deepe
"The
agreeable. Phoenix Republican.
ly Impressed with the Coronado commemorative convention to be held at
A Summer Kvcnlng Itevorle.
(A letter received by the Tenderfoot, Albuquerque during the county fair
tho first week In October. We fall to
in Roswell Register Tribune.)
e where the
territory owes anyBy the winding Shungamunga. in a
thing to Don Coronado. It would be far
nest between the trees.
To the love song of the wood thrush, more sensible to devote the day to the
celebration of Irrigation and the laudaand the murmur of the bees,'
apI dream of (Jlorleta, and the Pldgeon's tion of the man who first planted
ples commercially.
The glorification
Ranch Corral,
present and Immediate past
Where we laid our stricken comrades, of the
are distinctively more rational than
from Apache Canon's hell.
the beatification of an exploring freebooter of several centuries ago."
A cardinal, a snowy dove, n strident
The most charitable view to take Is
carping Jay,
the matter
Is something
Above me, are the colors for which that thereRegister-Tribuneliver.
with the
men died that day;
A squirrel with dispatches is scurrying
IS
ASTOMSHIMÍ
dnwn th line,
With new of great Importance, II Follow Kacli Xew
Dlscmcry
wa Just received by vine.
. Science.
great
that medical
stride
The
d
A
drummer sounds retreat, science
has made In the last few year
a evening' shadow falls.
When the
la due to the germ theory.
From yonder mottled sycamore, who! gernl
of a dlsnase has been discovered
who! a sentry call.
doctora have not been slow In
A
fire file light the bivouac, the the
finding a drug to kill It. In a few
drummer take hi cue
years, it will be rare to find a
And on his hollow cotton wood I ratman or woman. The falling
tling off tattoo,
out of hair Is due to a dandruff germ,
now
It haa been discovered how
and
The world Is fading from my touch, to kill this germ. The remedy used
or
see
to
'tis hard
hear.
Its sue-ceIs called Newbro'a'IIerplelde.
Stylish in appearance,
A trumpet on a vine close by sounds
has been marvelous. Not a failfaintly on my ear.
comfortable fitters, and
It Is
ure haa been so far reported.
And a my ene float away on the also a delightful hair dressing
free
splendid wearers. Made
alfalfa sea.
from oil or sticky suhstitnces, Try it
Rheumatic pain admonishes 'twill and be convinced of Its actual merit.
in all the popular and resoon be tap for me,
Henil lhc
Sold by leading druggists.
J. P. R.
liable leathers Vici Kid,
In atumps fur sample to The llerplclde
Topeka, Kas., August C.
Co., Detroit, Mich. Two sisies, DOe and
Calf, Patent Colt.
Box
H. II. Hrlggs
Co.. special
$1.0(1.
I.AMK BAC.
it gent.

See E.

m

live-roo-

m

.

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

five-yea-

tki.epiione

'

common with every other merchant you want
'
.
customers who are liberal buyers,
You want customers who are willing to pay for
the articles on which you make a profit quality
In

five-ye-

articles so called.
The Morning Journal's readers
In using the advertising pages
Journal you are sure of reaching
which constitute the more
New Mexico
than are
of
ment
combined dailies of the territory,

,

more

homes-ho- mes

responsive elereached by the

THE RUSSIAN DOUMA

lias nut been much of a sureras, and haa
hern cloned by order of the cr.ar. He evidently Is somewhat fearful that it will
n route In Ihe people a desire for a morn liberal form of government. Ones you become
noiiialntcd with the class of plumbing work
we do It will arouse In you a desire lo entrust us with your plumbing work. If 70a
want lo be free from futura annoyances entrust your plumbing conducts with reliable
and responsible parties. Let us furnish yuu
wltb an estimate.

Quier & Jeckell,

L.B. PUTNEY

...

are that kind,
of the Morning

Don't take our word for it start an advertisement, and you will be convinced,

e.

life-tim-

a:w. -

Mr. Business Man

Ou-rul- e,

SomeCurrent
Comment

O. Price

four-rooTo get you a home cheap and stop paying rent. We have a nice
of payprivilege
month,
with
per
house for $1100, 4 50 cash, baluncc 15
ing balancu at any time. We havo two frame cottages for '12000 each,
bricks, modern, one $3150, one $2800,
live rooms and bath. Two
all well located and property that will increase in value. Don't be afraid
to Invest, this town is here to stay and properly will never be cheaper, on
the contrary, will stake my reputation as a real estate man that it will
go higher.

pistol-carryin-

122

I

W.

Hell Co.
J.ThL.Tromo1
"Plumbar

Stiver A

I

I

jfcr.wi

USB L&rA

e:

É

's

Itl-Sll-

red-hea-

School Shoes

Announcement I made of the. In
(treating discovery that a coitly metal
bridge which wa built across the
Passu lc river at Newark not many
years ago I o seriously corroded that
extensive and expensive repair must
Immediately be made to assure It
safety and to keep II from utter ruin
The mischief, according to expert
Judgment, ha been caused by the
pollution of the air In that neighbor
hood, Which I laden with sulphurous
fuinea from ihe reeking chimney of
various Industrial establishment.
And In chronicling Ihls fact Ihe
pfftft-HuJie'wV York Trrtoine naya the
Is quite plausible.
In fact, nobody seem Id question It accuracy,

Spring

I

WHAT happened to Trinidad?

bald-head-

A I II.

LEGGETT-PLAT- T

LIGHTNING

HAyTrESSEsTT Korber

&

ipi1BawaiiiiiiLJiii).uaaBai

Co.,
mil

J

.jliujh

INSeconj
.i.n.fj

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

r!

aa to where to go for yonr plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or ateam pipe fixed, new
g&a fixture, ft bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
oc amy kind t
new work aimale
repair. Our work la at and to we

tu

price.

hi

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

ss

This I an aliment for which Chamber
Iain's 1'aln Halm hsa provsn especially valu
nr. iiiamixo.
In almost every Instance It affords
iti i;
i.s. miowi:i,!,
Mr. I.uk
prompt and permanent relief.
CJS.V
It
K Kl Ml1r.lt hlTDlO, 818 3
Mli h
Bays of
llrsngsusingof a Oranie.
plssler and other remedies TIUIiAVK
"Afrer
for three seeks for a had lama hack, I pur
IUIK KKT MF.4TK,
rhseed a home of f'hsmberlsln a 1'aln Balm.
X JOSH MtWiET
appllcsllons effected a rare." for IRrNII
IKIMK
and
M'ltlMi CIIHKKMM.
KUV,
su Uv nil drenKieta.
I At I.II LOVU K,
i
l
l
KrOt
fl

autistic pirn
ui,.no

slile.

FOR BOYS.

8Ü to
13

2Ji to

lo

Indies absolutely

Nyc'a tent ahow.

free

tonight

jt

WM.r

OH,

l.ltl-.L-

IIKWM,

Nye'a ten show tonight.

:!.'.

13
to 3

11 Ü

3!'a

..

.

1.25 to $2.011
$1.50 to $2.23
.$1.75 to $2.60
.

FOR GIRLS.
11
..,$1,00
lo

lo
2U to

2

i $I,K5
$1.25 li 2.25
$1.75 lo $2.50

THE SQUARE END OF IT
Is your end of It when

you deal with us In
lumber, whether you want beams surfscsil
une (Ids or four; boards plain or boards
planed, tonsued and grooved; lath, shinties,
or what not without knoti or othsr defects.
If a stick of wood In this yard Isn't first
clsss ws tell you so, and charge, you only
"seconds" price If you want It at all.
Yours fur a square deal.

IU0 GHANDE
LVMDEIl COMPANY
Third and Marquette.

Phone 8

THE ALBUQUERQUE

SPREADS

Personal Knowledge

Fl

Itepurts coming

m

The Well Informed of the World.,

9

A

vast fund of personal knowledge is really essentia! to the:achievement of the
highest excellence in any field of human effort.

''

In

'

Personal knowledge is the winning factot in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it. places its fortunate
possessor in the iron: ranks ot

Fifteen Foot Wall of Water In
Arizona Valley Washes Away
Ranches, Orchards and Some

Houses.

10, 1907.

mmmTiiB Valuers

DESTBUGTldn

I
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A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

from the Agua

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be. remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal sausiacuon, Decause
is a remedy or

Fria country of Arizona Indicate that
the storm which visited that section
Tuesday was the most destructive in
the history of that part of the country since its first settlement. In its

fury the flood did many thousands of
dollars worth of damage. In carrying
away railroad bridges, Washing away
farms, houses, orchards "and mlrilii?
camps, besides drowning a large number of cattle and horses, and demolishing fences.
A peculiar feature of the flood was
that the greatest damage was done
where there was absolutely no rnin-'fa- ll
until after the high waters had
subsided.
says an
The Prescott Journal-Mine- r
to the havoc wrouglit in
the Dewey section stated yesterday
that In riding across the Agua Frm
valley on horseback, his horse's hoofs
were throwing dust in the air as he
urged him on to high ground, to escape the wall of rushing water which
he saw coming down the valley with
a crest about fifteen feet high, with
horses, cows, calves and the wreck of
the railroad bridges floating on its
surging bosom.
At Dewey the flood waters spread
out over a mile of territory. All the
lumber in Gilbert's lumber yard floated down stream and his wagons were
only snv.ed by "being caught in trce:i
and fences. At Humboldt the waters
rushed into the Box canyon with terrific fury, carrying lumber and wreckage, and dealing destruction to stock
and houses along the stream. Forty
acres of garden on the Hill ranch,
above Stoddard, were washed entirely
away, with the unharvested crop, and
the Copper Queen (fold Mining company's camp, "including bunk hous.
boarding house, stables and other
buildings, as well as the harness,
wagons and buggies, were floated
away. The lodging house, with id
entire contents, at Stoddard, was the
next victim to the onward rush of
waters, which, at this point, rose fifteen feet above the bed of the river.
Lessard's alfalfa farm and orchard,
which he has spent the past fifteen
years In Improving, and which was
considered the most valuable place on
the Agua Fria river, was entirely
washed away by the waters, which
almost reached his house and bants.
fury of the waters had
The pent-u- p
not yet abated when "Klondyke Hill's"
goat ranch was reached. Kven Dill'"
residence, which stood on high ground,
was struck by the waters, and lodged
about twenty feet further down on a
projecting ledge.
In the I'pper Verde country, near
Del Hlo, Carl Rees' ranch was completely ruined and the fences washed
away. His house was not touched by
the flood, but some of the outbuildings suffered serious damage as well
as the crops, which are a total lots.
All of the fences were ruined on tlx
I. IX Ij. Williams ranch, in Chino valley, and other serious damage Is reported .from Isolated places through
the country.

Known Quality. Known Excellence and Known Component 3
and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the3

Parts

world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
and best or family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
ana the Well Informed ot the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna
as more fullv descriDtive of the remedv.
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial
name of
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name of the Company
California Fig Syrup
Co.
printed on the front of every package.
whether you call for Syrup of rigs
or by the full name
Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna.
.
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What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.
i

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

newspaper.
It is synonymous

I

V

A

with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service mark youfor when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization

W

that

result-produci-

ng

you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your adwill help

vertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.
When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of

"O

filA

' "

Gil

EXTENDS FROM

EARMAR
Arizona's Delegate Claims the
Credit for Territory's Escape
from Frightful Doom of Joint

Statehood.'

MAP OF SANTA RITA
Marcus A. Smith. Arizona's able
DIST. NOW UNDER WAY delegate to congress, Is the hnpploi.t
man In the territory. Mark is going

surance,

we nee no particular virtue
Ifow could the president, who
signed the bill leaving the question
of the union of these territories to
their votes votes, counted separate! ,
turn now In the face of the over
whelming vote cast by Arlzoiia against
the measure and Insist that, notwithstanding the vole, notwithstanding
that he signed the bill for a separate
vote, come before congress with a
proposition that It undo all the results of the long fight and proceed to
pass a law forcing Arizona Into the
dreaded alliance. What could such an
effort avail unless the senate was
willing to likewise go bark on its notion and stullfy itself for all time?
"t am not much afraid of any effort
being mnde to unite the territories
during the next congress. A presidential election Is approaching ami
congress will be busy and so will
presidential candidates. 'The votes of
the territories may be the deciding
votes In the next national convenN'o one could reasonably hope
tions.
to 'get a Republican delegation from
Arizona who would now try to force
on her the ruin she has just escaped
through such trial and pain.
"I think f see the outlines of an
Kthoplan in the woodpile. The man
who deserves the vote of the Arizona
delegation In the nationnl nominating
convention next year Is the man who
will not merely promise not to murder
W'Vw,
in it.

OF OK.WC.ES,
I'KKSIl f'ONHIHVMKVr
,
I'KAKS,
(KAI'hS,
I'KAl
KT' AT Til K 1(1(11 M.IKU
(.WKKUV, HS W. UOMl, I'HO.NK WS.
lll-S,-

i

XOTH'K

STKAW-IIKKKIK-

on

ri BUCATION.

Department of the Interior. Land Office Ht
Hmta Ke, New Mexico, August la. 1907.
Notice Is hereby Klven that Vlrsll Spark,
of Alhtiquerque, N. M., Inn filed notice if
hin Intention to make flnnl tnmmututlon
proof In support of 11 claim, ylx:
d
Entry No. 8.700, made December 16.
1!05. for the SI3V4 Suction 26, Township 10
N'. Ra nice 3 E, and that said proof will be
made before H. W. S. Otero, United States
Homo-stea-

Court

Commissioner

October i.

on

1907.

at

Albuquerque,

N. M.

'

He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, via.: Allan IT, liona, Mar-gurlt- o
AlOerete, Krtward V, Otero, Manuel-it- u
Kwopc, all of Albuquerque.
'VIANUKL R. OTItllO.
.

Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
you are not advertising in the Morning
LOSING not saving money.
If

you

are

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you. .
Don't argue!

Register.

Don't inferí
Try itl

Is your present employment (riling to lie
Intolerable? Head and unsner a few Morning Journal war nils.

NOTICE VOK PI IH.ltWTION.
Department uf the Interior, Land Offlre at
Santa Km, New Mexico, AuRtist la. 1907.
Notice Is hereby (riven that Juan Antonio tlurulo, of Old Albuquerque, N. V., has
died notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, viz. :
Homestead Entry Nr.. 1.411. nvule May 15,
1!'07. for the Nli HVi. SK14 SWVi SW(4.
SKV4Sec 12, Township 10 N. ltanite ü W. and
that suld proof will be made before II. W. S.
r,.,..v.lu..
it Vtnf
I
United States Court Commissioner
'senarate. Indlvldtuil nml Imlcncndi.nt Utero,
Albuquerque. N. M., on October 5, 1907.
statehood. The man or the party who
He names the following witnesses to prove
would longer persist In doing wrong his continuous resilience upon, and cultivaand Injustice to Arizona should re- tion of, the land, viz: Cipriano Ranches, of
ceive no aid or comfort In their raid Pajarito, N. M Felipa Herrera, of Atrlsco,
on her rights.
I have confidence In N. M.: Kllas t'hsvex, of Albuquerque, N. M
the honestv nnlrliitlstii nnrl . nnruim of Oabrlcl Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTKItO.
the rank and file of the Republican
Itetrlster.
parly In Arizona, AVe shall see whbt
Mineral AVater eures and prehappens."
vents llllllousness,
Axk your grocer for U.

Journal,

around with his face wreathed in
United Stales fieologlcnl Survey Huy smiles which reach fruo ear to ear,
With TopograplilcuV
Work in the and buttoned up In Ills Inside pocket is
a copy of the letter Ilonsevelt wrote
(;i(int County Section.
to Governor Kibbey, saying: "I'll be
good. If you'll be good to me." ac(Silver City Enterprise.)
cording to a dispatch from that dear
The United States geological survey Tu"son.
cirtnp Is again located In the vicinity
The liit praise for Arizona's escape
of Silver City and will take up the from Joint statehood Is din- - to Mareus
work on the flat country In the hope A. Smith. He carried the heaviesl
that more sonare mileage may be com load and fought the hardest light. No
pleted during the month of September one wants to take one lota id' credit
than was accomplished during August, away from Arizona's delegate, .an. I
that month being most disastrously Itcpu.bllca.nn ns well as Democrats
f
In the mountains thirty
miles turned from Washington, ul'ter that
I
north, where they have been work- - memorable struggle ngaint the power
lng. Mr. Searle, who Is In charge of
the administration, all of them
r.opp'.ty Hop.
the party, speaks very enthusiastically lnglng the praises of Mark Smith's
Are yon Just barely getting around by the
LAWYERS SHOULD
of New Mexico and having traveled popularity and power In Washington,
A correspondent of this paper ran eld of crutches or a cane? Unless you have
over the entire United States, thinks
tost
your
or
KNOW THAT
a
a
deformity
have
limb
If
there are two garden spots on the map. "Toss Arizona's delegate In Los
trouble n rheumatism, lumbago, sprain, stiff
Morning Journal has tho best
Mexico and California. Ills den gcles last week.
The
or anything of like nature use 1 u
now aixiut siaienood now, Mark , lolnts. Know
nan always Deen that New Mexico
Liniment and In no time you equipped printing office In the southlard's
was
by
question
a
the
asked
lievlew
Hrlef and transcript work Is u
wis an arid and barren waste or des- man. And this Is
can throw1 away' your crutches and be as west.
what Arizona's r
Lawyers desiring
ert.
here.
well as anyone.
Prices Coc, Cue and 11. (ill. specialty
had to say on the sub- Sold by J. II. O'ftli'lly Co.
Preparations fire being pushed rap-Idl- y
briefs printed as they should be and
jjeBig.4J. ,!H
on the shortest possible notice and at
f
forward on the Santa lilta spe- ject: am
I
I'm MU.'BSWJA "1 '!l"U juil.
...A
LLU ..U.,.".
..miim.m ,UI. IWt.spmw.
jjm
'!. feUL M1MJ,
"I
heartily glad of the presitne mOKt reasonable figure, should call
cial which will take In the' very INye's
tonight,
Ladies
tent
show
assurance
no
dent's
that
effort will be
ur nenu uicir iiiunuci iiis iu me mornnteresting mining region In the
free.
ing Journal.
ity of Santa Rita, Hanover and Fierro. marie again by him this winter to force
a
distasteful
and
disastrous
of
union
This map will be on quite a large Arizona and New
I..JJ
ii
...
.in.
mi
I.
MOKNINO JOURNAL WANT ADS
.1.
.i.i.i
Mexico.
hi.iiiiiih,While
to one mile. Eleva- scale,. two........
Inches,
Ad
Try
Morning
Journal
Want
a
B Kl NO RKHIXTft
uro
grateful
Democrats
.
..........
as
P
for
that
1
l.
...Ml
..I
imn umvj
iiyiin 111 gn-a- i
itiiiiii
on all mines of any Importance, and
flitches, pipe lines, all roads, both pub-wiwmnmri.
lic and private, will be shown. The
survey will be by the Stadler method
(and to the engineer this means a map j
or great accuracy) and the surrace or
Mrthe earth will be depicted by lines of l!
equal elevations at every twenty feet.
rise or fall, called contour lines. In
fact, a most detailed and complete 1
fij
map will be made, upon which the
-li
J
nil.lll
geology, the mineral resources, etc..
will be shown by the geologist who
. studies
the country. In a most exhaustive-manner,
using the map to Illustrate his reports of the region
studied.
These reports arc Issued by the
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-0F- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUtRQUE, N. M., IS AT
I'nlted States geological survey at a
very small cost, merely the cost of
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN Lir;ES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
publication, and can be obtained n
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO. TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
sending to the director of the survey
at Washington, 1). C.
flve-ye-
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Uhe Future Katlroad Center of JVeto Me rico

'

The Helen Uotzm and Improvement Company

HORSE PITCHES RIDER
INTO DEEP MUD HOLE
riiusiial Kxwrlcnco of i'oretiinn
TiirquoM

Mine In

IioiIioihI of OroRrnmlc.

DfCFDmXTKQJ

ot
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
streets and avenues, right In the business
AtchisonFe
Railway
Company is now grading Its extensive depot grounds
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The
- Topeka & Santa
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its Immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
"
'
'
'
?.
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has h population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its .150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It is the
largest shipping point for flocr, wool, wheat, whe, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot bo estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $18,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
cfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel." The lots ottered are low In prices and terms easy. On; thirp1 of purmay
remain
on
money
cash;
note
one
year with interest at 8 per cent per annum, TitJe perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase
and mortgage for
If
to
early
wish
you
Come
secure the choice lots, For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or wlte to

Are

May-flcltk- nl

.clli

During the heavy rains last Friday
night os K. Mayfleld, the foreman at
the Turquoise, win returning home
from town, hla horso began pitching
hihI finally landed in n prospect hole
with the rider, says the Orogrande
Times. The hole was In the valley
Just below the reservoir and filled with
water at the time. Hoth horse and
rider was completely submerged when
they first plunged Into the hole, but
iMr. Mayfleld succeeded In getting nut
nnd walked back Into town, leaving
the horse, as he thought. In the) hole.
The horse was found out on the hills
next morning apparently none the
worso for the experience. It Is supg
posed that the horse succeeded In
out Bt the lower side of the hole
as the water was running over the top
nhont three feet deep. Mr. Mayfleld
Vi.";, been lal.t up thin week M the result of his unusual experience and the
exToisnre uf being out in the rain all
V
lilKhl.
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The Belen Town &nd Improvement Company
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WM. M. VEHGE'R.
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yTHE ALBUaUERQUE: MORNING JOURNAL,

Now that Doliool Is about to begin,
children need good strong shoes. Our
school slioea re made to stand the
rough usage that children give them.
Our guarantee goe with every pair.
We will give a niNflnl discount of 10
shoos for
per rent mi all of our
1'ridajr and Satnrday only.

I fWISriosFtiSor

10 FURUESH

ED

IDEAS FOII

TIE

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE

D. J. Rankin made a business

,

Attorney W. B. Chllders was a visitor In Santa Fe yesterday.
Maynard Gunsul made a business
trip to Santa Fe yesterday.
J. F. Kane, of Magdalena, was a
visitor In Albuquerque yesterday.
Miss Jessie Appleton .left yesterday
for Kansas City, where she Is attending school.
Attorney A. A. Sedlllo, of the firm
of Chaves & Sedlllo, is In Santa Fe
on business.
."
J. W. Puckett, of Portales, N. M..
has) been a visitor In Albuquerque for
several days.
The Woodmen's Circle will meet
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock In Odd
Fellows' halJ.
District Attorney F. W. Clancy and
Mrs. Clancy were passengers to Santa
Fe yesterday.
Herman Schwelzer, of the Harvey
system, left last night for El Paso on
a business trln.
Triple Link Rebekah lodge will
meet Tuesday "evening at'I. CX O. F.
hall at 8 o'clock.
W. 8. Strickler, of the Bank of
Commerce, has returned from a short
stay in California.
United States Marshal C. M. For-akwas among the passengers to
Santa Fe yesterday.
Sherman Wagoner, of Flora Vista.
San Juan county, was a visitor In
yesterday.
A nine pound baby boy was left by
the stork at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
C. K. Maples Saturday.
J. K. Griffith, of Socorro, was In
the city yesterday for a short time,
on his way to Santa Fe.
J. W. Howie, of the Caledonian Coal
company, of Gallup, was In the city
yesterday on his way to Santa Fe.
The Albuquerque lodge of Klks
will hold a regular business meeting
tomorrow night at their lodge rooms.
Matías Contreras, of La Joya, who
has been in Albuquerque for several
days, returned home yesterday morn-

In the event thit you should not re- oelve your morning paper telephone
the Foetal Telegraph Company, giving
name and address and the papar will
be delivered by a special messenger.
Telephone 88.

J. J. White was here

yester-

day from Los I.urnis.

Sirs. Hen Williams, and daughter nr.
rived in the city yesterday from Ln

Junta.

Miss Bessie Stewart, of Fort
Arix.. was an arrival In AlbuDen-linc-

New Buildings,,...'

trip

e,

querque yesterday.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, secretary of New
Mexico, and .Mrs. Jaffa, who have
been In the city for several days, returned to Santa Fe last night.
I.. H. Koblnson,
advance manager
of the "Zeke, the Country Hoy,"
troupe, which opens the Klks' opera
house Friday night, arrived In the
city last night.
H. H. Holt, of Las Cruces, who has
Just, returned
from attending the
meeting of the National Irrigation
congress In Sacramento, Cal., was at
thV Alvarado last night.
Charles F. Lukens, superintendent
of the Children's Home society In
New Mexico and Arizona, arrived In
the city yesterday e'enlng from the
northern part of the territory.
The first nnnual picnic of the University of New Mexico students for
the present school year will be held
Threw
Saturday at Hear canyon.
wagonlouds of students ore expected
to take part and a jolly time Is expected.
J. C. Halbrldge left last night, accompanied by his son, Kenneth Halbrldge, for Hoonville, Mo., where the
man will enter a military
voting
school. Mr. Halbrldge, Sr.. will go to
Kansas City to remain some time before returning to Albuquerque.
The ushering In yesterday of the
year áfifiH. the new year of the Jew-N- il
calendar, was celebrated nt the
Congregation Albert, ltev. Dr. ChapThe, synagogue was
man of He luting.
crowded at the several services yesterday. As a result of yesterday's being the Jewish New Year, all of the
stores in the city conducted by people
of that faith were closed all day.
the well known
F.mll Klelnwort,
meat dealer, has raised sugar beets on
his runch north of Albuquerque, specimens of which welph nine pounds,
fully the
and which demonstrate
practicability uf beet sugar culture In
this part of the Kin Crande valley.
Thomas lloss, a well known cattleman of Sierra county, arrived in the
city Sunday morning to meet Mrs.
Koks upon her return from California. They left yesterday morning for
l heir
home, accompanied by William
Caer, private secretary to W. H. Andrews.
Mrs. W. W. McDonald, of South
Third street, left yesterday for Iyis
Angeles to visit her daughter. Mrs.
friends of
floodrich. Albuquerque
Mrs. i; nod rich, whe was Miss May McDonald, will be Interested In the announcement of the birth of a daughter to her on Monday. September 9,

You'll find

University Players Will Present
Two Clever Performances at
the Casino This Week.
The University of New Mexico Dramatic club will present two plays at
the Casino Friday night of this week,
this being the first appearance of the
university thesoians this school year.
Thií. nlava will be "The Knowltall Woman's Club" and "The Night After,
or the Reminiscences of Mummyrow,"
The first is a travesty on a woman's
cluh. with dissertations on woman's
and the
suffrage and other subjects,
, ..!..,,
seconu iis u nveiy!.. luiii-rri"j
the characters and scenes localized.
Friday night's performance will be
marked by the maiden bow to the
public of the new officers of the club.
Kirk Bryan Is president, Elwood .Albright, last year's president, is vice
president, Kenneth C. Heald is secretary and Miss Edith Walker treasurer. The management committee Is
composed of Lawrence Lee, "William
Wroth and Eileen McMillin.
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some mighty good

Madame

many ornate designs

it's

our pride to ex

hibit.
Costa you nothing to

this artistic dis

play; but we say frankly that looking
erally ends

In buying.

are our dinner sets of
will amaze

They'll pay you a good profit

you" when

Real china beauties

ANNOl'NCKS II Kit

you see a fine Aus-
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AlbuQuerque's

323 S. Second St. Phone 791
THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
I). If. ÍXMtDIKU, Manager.
120 V'1
ll Ave.

EVENING SEPT.

SAIiE

I have some high grade and realatered
Buoka for aule, ranging In age from clgbleea
months to four retire. Also some blgti
grade und registered doe. J'rloea (Wen oa
M. R. McCHAUV,
application.
8aa Marelul, 'aw Uexloo.

8 O'clock and at 9:15
'

Doors open

30

minutes
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VJ,
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Ulve me
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trial.

THOS. F. KELEHER
Saddles, Saddlery, Leallier,
llnillngs. I'ainta.
Before 1u y In if examine out good And
prices and save mor "jr.
408 WEST CENTUAIi AVEXTJK
Harniifia,

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

earlier

LADIES' SOUVENIR MATINEE

Every Tuesday and Friday at 2:30
and 3:45.
Admission, Matinee, 10c, 20c.
Admission, Kvenlng. 10c. 2llc. 30c

P. Matteucci

WAGNER HARDWARE CO.
'

Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.
Dealers

Fourth and Central Avenue.

In

Stoves eoid Ranges

Hetu-dweu-- e,

Sluwmaker and Kciuilrer.
CiltEEN t'ltONT. 101V NOHTII FIRST.
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of Toilet

A Full Lln
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THREE SHOWS DAILY
Pint Claaa Work (Oiaronleed. Uniform
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.
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CLEAN OAK COKE.
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WOOD,
NATIVE KINUHNÜ.

Proprietor.

F. PAGEL,

TRY

Commencing

AMERICAN BMM'K,
KKKII.I.OH I.liMP,
ANTIIK ACITK,
T KNACK,
MIXKI),

Cold Soda

Pure Drugs.

I

COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,

3

FOR CASH ONLY

VANMNmJGCO.

105 North

16.

COAL

Finest

MIT,

STRICTLY SANITARY

llrst Street.
Everything carefully sterlllxed.
sell the Liquid Head Rest.
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Silver Avenae.
n)f Block from Santa Fe Depot
GEOIiGK IS. ELLIS, Proo.

Registered Angora Bocks

UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,

Devoted exclusively to Modern Vaudeville,- Avlll open
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Although we hava bean In business considerably lea ithan a
yiar yet In this brief period
of time since wa took possession
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SPOT CASH STORE
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

European Hotel.

North Second Street.
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Ma.rqirtte Avenue,

HOTEL CRA1GE

The
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Telephone 3.
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W. L. TRIMBLE & COMPANY
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BOTTLED

P1LSENER

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

All kinds of coal and wood.

DKAI.KKS IN

Citizen

The price

100 pieces.

$17.50

Clarkville
Coal Yard

HTRKET,
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NOl'TH

210
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gen-

trian pattern for

your money.
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on china finds

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.
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Decorative Art

SIMON STERN
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Marx make; and we sell them.

on

se-

furniture.
"

They are Hart Schaffner &

1

comfort and cleanliness are

beds, from our magnificent stock of bedroom

better than they cost..

.

"

signs and Blzea either single, double or twin

ones, too; the kind that are

i

air,- -

"

your brass enameled bed from the many

i;

sale.

mamifacturcá.

at the same time when you choose

cured

some awfully cheap clothes for

yes-terd-

f

Fresh

'ivi-v

FRIDAY IIIGHT

merA. F.lehwald, tlie prominent
chant and business man of Cuba, N.
M
spent Sunday and yesterday In the
city.
Miss Grace Borradaile left yesterday for St. Uiuis, where she will resume her studies at Visitation con'
vent.
An examination for matron of the
United States Indian schools will be
held at the postoffice tomorrow by
the local civil service commission.
Assessor Siegfried Grunsfeltl and
his denutv. J. 10. Haines, went to San
ta Fe vesterdav to attend the meeting
of the territorial boaTd of equalization.
Rev. John R. Gass, synodlcal missionary for the Presbyterian church,
returned yesterday from Carthage,
N. M.. where he conducted, services
Sunday.
Mrs. William McMillan and daughters, of Colorado Springs, arrived last
to visit Mrs. McMinight on No.
llan's sister, Mrs. C. B. Glover, of Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. P. Metca'.f returned home
last night after spending the summer
at Teseque, N. M., being accompanied
here bv her sister, Mrs. H. S. Van

..-

now belnit

DRINK

ing.
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;

and you'll find

you look for,

n .m
in ine crimen mii"i
of September 19. Keiresnmenis win
Relieved of Wallet by Fair
23
cents.
be served. Price
Mrs. Frank Ackerman is expected to
Thief Who Rushed Out of an
return home about the latter part of
this month after a four weeks' visit
Alley,
with relatives and friends in Iowa,
Wlirii.ska and In Chicaeo.
In
placo
the
A reception will take
Baptist church this evening in honor
There was a very well astonished
anil
Mr.
hnaw,
of the new pastor. Rev.
citizen last night on South Second
His name
All
members of the street, about 8 o'clock.
his family.
could not be learned lust night, but
church are Invited to attend.
A special meeting for tne iransac La Vta was finaulnir nil fllleV on South
,,
f ininortant business has been swnml street he was suddenly start- )(.aH,i by the officers of St. John' e by a woman, who rushed out of
c u 11
the cnurcn the alley and grasped nis arm
be held In
to
"O, I beg your pardon," she ejacu- Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock
ye
(ntral railroad hainted, "I had an engagement with
Th(, Santll
Fe to stop all lother man and mistook you for him."
nrrnnirl with the Santa
The cltlnen, mildly surprised, walk
trHn(l ul Kennedy during the weeK or
the territorial fair, for the accommo ed on us the woman disappeared in
He had taken about
the darkness.
dation of visitors to Albuquerque.
fifty steps when, on putting his hand
Albino Contreras, a prominent
of Socorro county, who spent In his pocket, he discovered, with
four days In the city last week, before some dismay, that his pocketbook
a nice comfortable roll of
sold to John
returning
, o, .,,--home
nan hpud of sheen. l bills was missing.
He reporten nis
Tk aat rumnnnv seems to have an- n Alluiuerque loss to the police and took them bncK
men
tlclpflted the rise In the price of coal.
lravpnK
A,
the alley. Hut the
having contracted for 1000 tons fir.y'
inv'eil to attend the meeting at to show them
n(W()(.lltn headquarters tonight woman had disappeared when the ofIn the summer, which they hnve In
The police
their bins, giving them plenty of coal ( 0.,.lm.k wn,.n final plans will be ficers searched the alley.amuxon,
,,
trnVellng mens day at the are still looking for the
to make all the gas Albuquerque can
use in tne next ix niiuiui..
fair.
the territorial
pears to be th logical solution of anA pleasant little birthday party was
management
Hurglur In Ton a
as
the
coal question,
held at the home of Mrs. John Hart,
name Is "bad cough." He doesn't care
nounce), that there will be no ru- In at J06 West Coal avenue. Saturday his
or
silver but ha will steal your
for colli
I he price of gas.
afternoon In honor of her daughter. healih away. If he appears In your house
of
girl
A. K, Wlker, probate clerk, yesfriends
Six
Lucy
Hart.
Miss
arrest him at one with Hallaras
terday Issued the following licenses too Miss Hart attended.
syrup.
It may mean consumption If
wed to th following couples:
Mrs. Jay A. Hubbs and Mlsu Jean you don't. A cure for all coughs colds and
Flora
iJina. aged nineteen, and
Hubbs leave this morning for Chicago, chest trouhka. Trice 25c. 60c. and 11 PT
allego, aged seventeen. bothnine-of where they will spend the winter. bottle. Hold by J. H. O'lllelly Co.
aged
liarelas: Simon Salazar.
Miss Hubhs will enter the freshman
Another Mmvr Mill.
teen, of Old Town, to Oregorlta Lu- class of the College of Liberal Arts,
de
Itancho
Manager 8. H. Leech, of the First
of
nineteen,
ged
cero
university.
Chicago
of
Mining company, has Just
Atrlsco, and Hubert Maxwell, aged
L. V. Alhers han begun construction Natlonul
the specifications for a 100-in- n
twenty-six- ,
of Kansas 'lty. Mo., to of a
building at the completed
y
cement
nlni-emill to
- - be located on their
.
.
.
Mame Williams, aged eighteen, of Los mirni.r of Central avenue and Main i
opposite holdings near tne reaervoir hi ure
Angelea
'
In Old
Albunuernue.
order
place
for
the
will
grande,
:lr"!r
and
company ornees, The
machinery some time within the next
$3.000.
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES building will cost a about
expects to have tho plant
He
week.
local barber, was
Foot-k.David Chave,
In full operation by the first of
nna sim smaller after ustng Allana
yesterday
failure
with
heart
atioaa.
Into
tha
slrlcken
a powder to
.
In front of the snop con- - .k.. C.1- aaar:
n maaoa
.
. ....altas .Bfternoon
".. ;.
,
c...h
ana
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i"
i. Aiexunii'-iInstant rallar to earns
fllrk Headurhe.
He
C.ohl avenue.
eamfurt diacovary of
and
street
First
This tflsessa la caused by a derangement
.ttiuil
, h,
It a carlaln cura foT tlr.
on West Moun- - of the stomach.
(nk(,n
AII.d s Foot-tasTake a dose of rhamlier-latn- 't
-- .
nij I.Wer Tablets to correct
wuMnmic. ....
Btomat'h
.miidi. ators
road.
...,nin
vnri
and abo
slrk headarhe will
There will be a ragular meeting or this dlsordi-- r and the
Fur rrtB8 ffl.l n.rka.a. '
Miele disappear., ffvft sal by all drugl,is.Hanllary
Cottonwood roye Woodmen
Himpla of tha. rXK)T-AHthis afternoon at 2:30 In Odd Fellow's CHICK MIXTIRK. OI Ft OWN fORMI'I.A.
new lnaB(lon. addraaa Allea
1
hall. F.very member Is requested to A I'KHIKIT IIIIHI JOB CIIICKN. OF
íilm.i1. m Woy. N. T
he present. Huslness of Importance Is MKKIIK, OKAIN. OKIT AMI HONK, W K.I.I.
come before the grove. Hy order of
to
FOR HKT KKHl I.TH.
FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD the (luardlan.
MARKS A I'K.HtKCr FOIIII FK4IH TIIK
A. C. Tabor, of the firm of Tabor TIMK OK II ATI II I NO I NT II, THKY AKK
and
A Voght. general merchants, at Glo- LAKOK F.MM (.11 TO HK FF.O TIIK HAMK
K. W. FKK,
Oi Oi H.
AS OI.O FOWLS).
rieta, arrived In Albuquerque yesterSERVICE
FIRST CLASS
day after an overland drive from fllo-rle- FIRNT.
down the Kstancla valley to Mcat
intosh and through Tijeras canyon.
He wsi accompanied by J. J. Murtón.
J. W. BENNETT
420 W. LEAD, AVE Phone 718
.

elaborate and handsome hraaa beds that ara

probably get what

You will

MAKES BOW Oil

Slvck, of Kl Paso.
Miss Florence Hanson has decided
to make her future home in Santa
1907.
Ke. where her uncle, W. H. Kennedy,
Mrs. Mabel Stevens Himoe, who has Is manager of the Santa Fe Hardware
post
two and Supply company
been In Albuquerque for the
months, visiting her parents, Mr. and
The Ladles' Aid of the Presbyterian
for church
yesterday
left
Mrs. N. F.. Stevens,
will give an experience social

Chicago, where she ulM resume her
musical work. Mrs. Himne has a
studio in Fine Art building and Is
becoming one of the best known of
the younger teachers of piano In Chicago.
Rev. Dr. J. C. Itolllns officiated
afternoon at 5 o'clock at the
wedding of Mr. Itobert Maxwell, of
los Angeles, and Mis Mame Williams of Kansas City. The ceremony
was performed at Dr. Itolllns' home.
South Third street. Mr. Maxwell
;ll
Anifoli.
to meet hl bride, wno
rived from Kansas City on the limited.
They left last night for the coast.
The F'reshyterian iiroineriuiou
iiiI ocioik in
lun ch ul
church parlors to hear an interesting!
and for the usu il social ses--nslun. The lecture eommiuee win enpurl on the course of lectures and
..
i,
turl.tlnment proposes v me Prother-hoohond In connection with the
of St. Paul of the Methodist
church. All men are Invited to

thing for your money?

OBAfilATIC GLUE

er

of hygienic perfection than In the

get tne;very besf

you going to

rnnmi can ahow no higher

In slreplnft

Orare,

clothes you can find?

,

President W. G. Tight, of the University of New Mexico, accompanied
by Architect E. B. Cristy, who designed the new Pueblo dormitories at
the Varsity, leaves thlH morning armed with cameras, sketch book and oth
er paraphernalia for the Pueblo oí
Taos, north of Santa Fe, where they
will spend several days visiting the
pueblo and gathering ideas and data
to be used ln connection with plans
for more Pueblo buildings at the university. As has been told before, the
present dormitories are only the nucleus for a great university pueblo,
which Is to be built on the campus,
the general plans for the group having been outlined at the time the
present buildings were erected. The
president and Mr. Cristy are, moan-whil- e,
making a careful study of pueblo architecture, and as Taos Is one
of the oldest and most typical, the
gentlemen expect to glean valuabi-- i
results from their trip.
President Tleht. on his return, will
attend the meeting of the territorial
Doara or education ine nisi oi ne
week In Santa Fe.

Modern Furnishings

this fall for the lowest priced
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ARE YOU GOING SHOPPING

VARSITY

Mr.
We Shoe and Clothe the Feet. President and Architect Go to
216 West Central Avenue.
the .Ancient Pueblo mXori-neciiWith Plans for the
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